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Town Elected _& Appointed Officials

Board of Selectmen
Gerald McCarthy, Chairman, 2009
Martin Gilman, Vice-Chair, 2009
Joan A. Funk, 2010
Paula Proulx, 2010

Joel Chagnon, 2008

Budget Committee
Joseph Pitre, Chairman2009
Gail Ellis, Vice Chairman, 2009
Arthur Capello, 2010

Moderator
Emmanuel Krasner, 2008

Planning Board
Charlie King, Chairman, 2009
Donald MacVane, Vice Chairman 2008
Joan A. Funk, Selectmen’s Rep 2010
David Kestner, 2008
James Horgan, 2008
J. Hiram Watson, 2010

Paul Parker,2009

William Tsiros, 2009, Resigned

John Law, 2009 (Resigned)

Ann Titus, 2010
Michael Morin, 2010
Debra Cantwell, 2008
Steve Henry, 2008
Paula Proulx, Selectmen’s Representative
Steven Durrance, School Board Representative
Brian St. Onge, 2008
Walter Mills, 2009, Resigned

David Meehan, Alternate, 2009
Gerry Gibson, Alternate 2010
Cindy Jean Snowdon, Alternate2010
Stacey Gilman, Alternate, 2008, Resigned

Conservation Commission
Kristie Marquis, Chairman, 2008
Randy Orvis, 2010
James Horgan, Planning Brd Rep,2008
Mark Seaver, 2009
David Connelly, 2009
Joel Chagnon, Selectmen’s Rep

Supervisors of the Checklist

Elaine Aylard, 2008
Gail Pitman, 2012
Judith Parent, 2010(Resigned)
Esther Parshley, 2010
Town Clerk-Tax Collector

Kathy Seaver, 2010

Treasurer
Kristie Marquis, 2008

Mickey Fisher, 2008, Resigned

Trustees of the Trust Funds
Downtown Committee
Joann Doke, Chairman, 2008
Joan Funk ,2009
John Fitch, 2008
William Tsiros, 2008
Deb Scanlon, 2007
Steve Durrance-2009

John Wingate, 2009

Economic Development Commission
Paula Proulx, Chairman, Selectmen’s Rep,2010

John Aylard, 2008 (Resigned)
Joanne Shomphe, Alternate, 2008

Cathy Tsiros, 2010
Patience Taylor, 2008
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Elmer Barron, III, Chairman, 2008

Barry Elliott, Vice Chairman, 2009
Randy Orvis, 2009

J. Hiram Watson, 2009

Cyndi Paulin,2008
Barry Elliot, 2010
Ron Nolan, 2008
Sharla Rollins,2008

Sylvia Arcouette, 2009
Gail Ellis, 2009
Steven Durance, 2009

Directory of ‘Town Departments,
Meeting Schedules
& Local
Numbers
MUNICIPAL OFFICES, 356 MAIN STREET

TOWN DEPARTMENTS

Town Clerk/Tax Collector
755-3657

Police Business Offices
755-2731

Mon, Tues & Weds: 8:30am-5:00pm
Thurs: 8:30am-7:00pm
Fri: 8:30-12:30pm

Selectmen’s Office
755-2208
Mon - Fri: 8:00am-5:00pm

531 Main Street
24-HOUR EMERGENCY:

Dial 911

Fire/Rescue/EMT
755-2131
381 Main Street
24-HOUR EMERGENCY: Dial 911

Assessing
755-2789
Mon.-Fri: 8:00am-4:00pm

Public Works Department
755-4884

Planning & Codes
755-2774

Water/Wastewater
755-4884

Mon-Fri: 8:00am — 5:00pm

14 Baldwin Way

Welfare Department
755-3100

Parks & Recreation
755-2405
531 Main Street

14 Baldwin Way

Mon - Fri: 9:30am-1: 30pm
Or by appointment

755-2117
MEETING SCHEDULES

LOCAL NUMBERS

Board of Selectmen: 2" & 4" Monday of each

Goodwin Library
755-2944
422 Main Street

month, 6:00pm
Planning Board: {st & 3rd Tuesday of each
month, 6:00pm

Zoning Board: |“ Thursday of each month,

Community Action
755-9305

6:00pm
Conservation Commission: 3 Wednesday of
each month, 6:00pm

529 Main Street
The Old Courthouse

Budget Committee: 4" Wednesday of each
month, 7:00pm

Economic Development: 2" Wednesday of
each month, 7:00am

F

ington Post Office
755-2121
14 Pleasant Street

Downtown Committee: |“ Wednesday of each
month, 6:00pm
Capital Improvement Committee: As
scheduled

AU 61 Business Offices
755-2627
356 Main Street

Dedication
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Photo by Mike Ross, Fosters Daily Democrat

Lee Russell, A Legend of the Forest in Strafford County. “The importance of his work will be seen in
the next 20-40 years of timber harvesting,” said Don Black, UNH’s County Extension Service Forest
Educator for Strafford County. “He was a conservationist with an appreciation of the forest”. The legacy
of his life’s labor will live on for decades.
It is estimated that Russell thinned, pruned and weeded about 14,000 acres of woods during his lifetime,

the result being that valuable trees, such as white pine, red oak and white birch, have space to grow and
mature, without being crowded by less valuable species.
Lee Russell was not a hunter, according to his wife Barbara, who continues to live in the couple’s home

of over 50 years in Farmington, and he would tend to stay out of the woods during hunting season.
“He loved wildlife. Moose would watch him work, and one time he saw a deer being born. He would cut
to feed the wildlife,” said Barbara Russell. “He was one of the old school, self taught, and he loved going
to work everyday”.
In 1998, at the age of 72, the County Commissioners presented him with the Strafford County Forestry
Stewardship Award, but this didn’t mark the end of his days in the woods. He worked on, day after day,
for another eight years.
Lee Russell served in the U.S. Navy during World War II and was on an aircraft carrier that was sunk by
the Japanese. He survived by treading water for three days. When Lee Russell came out of the Navy, he
began working in the woods. He celebrated the end of World War II with a “V” for Victory haircut by
Farmington barber Rufus Rundlett.
Today, thanks in part to the legacy of Lee Russell, 50 percent of the county that is wooded is mostly in
very healthy condition and managed by trusts and 183 tree farms.
Barbara Russell said that her husband of the last 60 years always had a hearty breakfast and was off to the
woods by 7am. He packed a light lunch and was home late in the afternoon for a big supper. Then, he cut
and split wood for the house, and would be out in the garden growing vegetables to feed the family and
part of the neighborhood. He was a very good gardener and he loved the outside.
Excerpts from an article by John Nolan
of the Rochester Times
and from the Images of America, Farmington Book.

Dedication

Rufus W. Rundlett

Photo by Mike Whaley, Foster’s Daily Democrat
Born March 19, 1909, in Newburyport, Mass., he was the youngest of three boys, son of the late Charles
L. and Estelle (Bartlett) Rundlett. His father was a Civil War vet, died when he was eight, and he had
resided in Farmington since 1928.He attended local schools. He studied violin under Edward Soroier and
sang in the Newbury Episcopal Church. He went to Vaughn's Barber School in Boston, Mass. In 1928, he
moved to Farmington to work in the barbershop of Elmer Evans and on July 3, 1932, married Blanche A.
Roy, a lifelong resident of Farmington.

In the 1930s, he directed two minstrel shows for the American Legion. In 1942, he enlisted in the U.S.
Navy and after basic training at Great Lakes Naval training station and further schooling at Quantico, Va.,
he was stationed on board the DD800, USS Porter, a destroyer based in Attu, Alaska. His job on board

ship was a fire control man, a position that used the technology of computers to aim and fire the large
guns on board.
After World War II, he returned to Farmington and his barbershop in partnership with Milton Thurston
and his father, Herbert Thurston. After Milton's death in the early 1950s, he worked alone in his shop in
the square in Farmington until his retirement in 1994 at the age of 85.
He was one of the original founders of the Farmington Boys (and Girls) club and served as its first
president. During the building phase of the Little League field, he, along with the other members who
started this program, worked every Sunday to get the field in shape for the opening of baseball season.
They had to survey the field, build bleachers, done by Andrew Foss, level the land, done by Vickers, seed
the grass, done by Camerons, put in the uprights for the backstop, donated by Everett Emerson, and build
a playground.
A U.S. Naval veteran, he served during World War II. He was a member and past president of the former
Kiwanis Club of Farmington, and a member of the American Legion in Farmington. He had served as
town treasurer for the Town of Farmington for 15 years and had served on the Board of Directors for
Farmington Savings and Loans from the 1950s and 1960s and was a lifetime member of the VFW. He
played the violin with the Kingswood Club Orchestra, even performing with them on a radio show from
Portland, Maine. He played the violin at local dances and weddings. He played percussion for Oliver
Shaddock and the Allen A Camp's Band at Alton Bay and other locations. He sang in the choir at the
Baptist, Congregational and Catholic churches.

He was an avid golfer, playing at many different clubs with Ralph Parent. He was a Red Sox fan and
musician, playing the violin, percussion and organ at various times. He was a great father and grandfather.
Excerpt from an article by Mike Whaley of the Foster’s Daily Democrat.

Marian Keane Quinn, "Boots"
1921-2007

Born Oct. 24, 1921, in Chicago, Ill., daughter of the late Nicholas and Anna (Cina) Kramer, she resided in

Farmington for many years. She was a veteran of World War II, having served as a lieutenant in the
Medical Unit with the U.S. Army-Air Corps, during World War II, stationed in Coral Gables, Fla.
A loving homemaker and mother, Boots was a registered nurse and worked with her husband, George
E.B. Quinn, general practitioner of Farmington. She was an honorary member of the Farmington
Woman's Club, where she had served as president for three terms, a past president of the Booster Club for
the Farmington School District in the 1970s, a member of the American Legion in Farmington and was
recipient of the 500 Boy's Club award for their logo. Also she was a member of the First Congregational
Church in Farmington. Her hobbies included painting and reading.

Excerpt from the Foster’s Daily Democrat

Dedication

James "Buddy"! Allen Stiles
1963-2007

James “Buddy” Stiles, 43, was born March 23, 1963, in York Maine, the son of Geri Tucker Dean and

Richard Stiles, Sr., he was a graduate of Robert W. Traip Academy in Kittery, Maine, Class of 1982.

Over the years, he managed or owned numerous restaurants throughout Maine and New Hampshire. He
spent the last six years providing for his family’s future by designing, building and operating their
business, Hunters Tavern. His love of children was shown through the success of his annual toy drive at
Hunter’s Tavern. He was a proud sponsor of the 500 Boys and girls Club in Farmington and also
sponsored the Henry Wilson Men’s Softball league. He especially loved spending time fishing with his
son, Hunter, working on his Mustang, riding his motorcycle and spending time with his family and
friends.

Excerpt from the Foster’s Daily Democrat

2007 Chairman’s Report
During 2007 we added many new faces in the leadership of our Town Government to include
Town Administrator Anthony Mincu, Town Planner Dan Merhalski, Director of Parks and
Recreation Donald Gagnon, and Welfare Director Tara Pierce. On behalf of the Board of
Selectmen,I welcome them to our community and wish them much success. We also had a
retirement of a long time employee from the Highway Department; Charlie Staples will be
missed and we hope he enjoys those “golden years”

2007 also brought us another spring flood, which seems to have become an annual event.
Damage to the roads and bridges was significant. However, there is always a silver lining and in
this case it is called FEMA. The money we received for flood damage allowed us to make major
repairs to our roads and bridges. In addition to the repairs we finally replaced the Ten Rod Road
Bridge, which takes it off the states red lists.
Farmington has two major issues that need to be addressed; landfill closure and the wastewater
treatment plant. I feel that we have a handle on the landfill closure. The life of the landfill has
been extended from the original closure date of 2003 to 2010, which allows us to continue to
raise revenue through the pay per bag program. The more dollars we have, the smaller the bond
will be when we have to begin the closure. The treatment pant is a different story. Preliminary
engineering studies and recommendations set the price tag between 8 and 13 million dollars.
Obviously there needs to be much discussion and public input in this coming year.

On behalf of the Board of Selectmen,I would like to thank all the volunteers that sit on the many
boards and commissions such as the Planning Board, ZBA, Conservation Commission,
Economic Development Committee and the Downtown Committee. They get no pay, work many
hours, and at times receive much criticism. You are the people that make Farmington such a fine
place to live.

oh chicka
Respectfully submitted

Chairman, Board of Selectmen
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Michele Morea

2007 ‘Town Administrators Report
I first off would like to say that I am extremely privileged and honored to be able to work for and
serve this Town. The amount of potential and upside to this town is incredible. The people and
characters to be found here are indeed unique. This area is definitely ‘undiscovered’ territory and
perhaps that is the way it should stay. But even the best kept secrets are bound to be let out, so it
would be wise for us to prepare for what we could consider eventual/desirable (?) growth.
Coming to work in the month of August is perhaps not the best in terms of timing. There is the
need for the budget process to start up in September, and being new on the block, left for some
quick learning and getting up to speed. Add to this the vacancies in some key positions, Town
Planner, Welfare Director, and Parks and Recreation Director, and we get to have some

real

challenges. Then sprinkle on the finalization of the Collins & Aikmann bankruptcy, the
aftermath of the spring floods, the repair of the Town levees, and other various and assorted odds
and ends, and we end up with a real thick gumbo of reality checks.
However, thanks to the fact that the Town’s staff are seasoned professionals with many years of
invaluable experience, all of these challenges were met. We were able to entice Dan Merhalski
out of Salem, Ma. to take over the planner’s position and his professionalism and skill have been
well demonstrated. Don Gagnon, aka Donny, stepped into the role of Parks and Rec Director and
has brought many new ideas and programs to the table. Look for big things to be happening in
Parks and Rec!!!
And the list goes on, but the biggest challenge to date has been to deal with the budget and the
mandate to keep it level funded—meaning no tax impact on the Town side of the budget for
2008. Working with the Board of Selectmen, hard choices have been made, areas for savings
have been identified, cuts in line items were accomplished, and we even managed to increase
essential services to the Town’s population thru the proposed hiring of 1 full time fireman. This
new hire will allow us—with the continued and essential need for volunteers—to staff the fire
station with at least one person 24/7 thereby decreasing crucial response times at night.

In closing, I would like to state this: your Town is in good hands—from the guys in the plow
trucks, to the landfill attendants, to the water and sewer guys, to the police and fire, to the Parks
and Rec staff, to all the volunteers, and to the Town Hall staff, I have come away very impressed
with their abilities and desire to maintain a high quality product to you, our customers. I thank
you all for the privilege of being able to work in and to serve you, the Town of Farmington.

Anthony Mincu
Town Administrator

2008 Town of Farmington Warrant
Article 1.
To chose one Selectman for three years; one Moderator for two years; one Treasurer for one year; three Budget
Committee Members for three years; one Budget Committee Member for one year; one Supervisor of the
Checklist for six years and one Trustee of the Trust Funds for three years. (Official Ballot)

Article 2.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board as follows: Correct Section 1.06 “Zoning Board of Adjustment” to cite RSA 674:33(a), not 647:33(a).
(Official Ballot)
Article 3.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board as follows: Insert into Section 1.14 a definition for “Condominium”, “Condominium-Style Detached
Single Family Residence” and “Condominium Unit”. (Official Ballot)

Article 4.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board as follows: Insert into Section 1.14 a definition for “Dog Training Facility” and amend the Table of
Permitted Uses to include “Dog Training Facility”. (Official Ballot)

Article 5.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board as follows: Amend Sec. 2.01, Table 2.01(B), Sec. 2.02, Table 2.02(B) and Sec. 2.03, Table 2.03(B) to
add “Minimum Rear Yard Setback — 15 feet”. (Official Ballot)

Article 6.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Flood Plain Development Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board as follows: Insert into ITEM |. Definitions of Terms, an amended definition of
“Development” and “Manufactured Home”.

(Official Ballot)

Article 7.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Flood Plain Development Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board as follows: Insert into ITEM |. Definitions of Terms, a definition for “New
Construction” and “Violation. (Official Ballot)
Article 8.
To see if the town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Flood Plain Development Ordinance as proposed
by the Planning Board as follows: Amend ITEM VII. to add the notice of all scheduled hearings before the
Wetlands Bureau, clarify the involvement of the Code Enforcement Officer and add reference to encroachments.
(Official Ballot)

Article 9.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Flood Plain Development Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board as follows:

Amend ITEM VIII.1.(b) and ITEM VIIl.2. thuto refer to Zone A.

(Official Ballot)

Article 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,773,551.00 (Five Million, Seven Hundred
and Seventy Three Thousand, Five Hundred and Fifty One Dollars) for the operation, expenses, and

commitments of town government which represents the bottom line of column No. 8 (The Budget Committees
Budget) in the posted budget (MS-7). This appropriation does not include any of the appropriations presented in
Articles 11 through 21. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article. (Majority vote
required) (This article has a tax impact of -26 cents). (* See note*)

—

2008 Town of Farmington Warrant
Article 11
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $61,800.00 for the purpose of funding the “Safe Walk to Schools”
Grant. The Town shall be reimbursed from the NH Department of Transportation for the total amount requested
($61,800.00). The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required) (This article will have no impact on the tax rate).

Article 12
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $92,000. (Ninety two thousand dollars) for the purchase of
a new dump truck with plow equipment for the Public Works Department and to authorize the withdrawal of
$42,000.00 (Forty two thousand dollars) from the Highway Motorized Capital Reserve Fund to apply towards
this purchase with the balance of $50,000 (fifty thousand dollars) to come from general taxation. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this article. (Majority vote required) (This article will have a tax rate
impact of 10 cents).
Article 13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $27,000 (Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars) for the
purchase of one police cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of $11,000 (Eleven Thousand Dollars) of surplus
funds from the Police Outside Details Special Revenue Fund to apply toward this purchase, with the balance of
$16,000 (Sixteen Thousand Dollars) to come from general taxation. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.
(Majority Vote Required) (This article will have a tax rate impact of 3
cents).

Article 14
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $9,000.00 (Nine Thousand Dollars) for the purpose of
installing a Digital Fire Alarm System in the Goodwin Library. This amount is to come from general taxation.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote Required) (This
article will have a tax rate impact of 2 cents).

Article 15
To see if the Town will vote to establish a new Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of meeting the Towns financial obligations (accrued leave time, sick leave, longevity) should a long
term employee quit or retire, and to raise and appropriate $20,000 to be placed in this fund, and to appoint the
Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This article has a tax rate impact of 4 cents).
Article 16
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000.00 (Forty Thousand Dollars) to be
_ added to the Public Safety Building Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required) (This article will have a tax rate
impact of 8 cents).
Article 17
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $11,105.00 (Eleven Thousand One Hundred
Five Dollars) to be added to the previously established Future Technology Improvements Capital Reserve Fund.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This
article will have a tax rate impact of 2 cents)
Article 18
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 (Seven Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars) to be added to the Public Buildings Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund previously established. This
sum is to be raised by taxation.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required) (This article will have a tax rate impact of I cents)

2008 Town of Farmington Warrant
Article 19

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $19,600. (Nineteen Thousand , Six Hundred
Dollars) to support the operation of the Farmington Community Preservation Guild. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This
article will have a tax rate impact of 4 cents).
Article 20
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 (Thirty Thousand Dollars) to
be added to the Emergency Medical Motorized Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
(This article will have a tax rate impact of 6 cents)

Article 21
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 (Three Thousand
Dollars) to be added to the Recreation Department Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required) (This article will have a tax rate impact of I cent).
Article 22
Acceptance of Credit Cards. The Town Clerk-Tax Collector will be allowed to accept credit card
payments pursuant to RSA 80:52-c for the collection of local taxes, charges generated by the sale of
utility services or other fees. The Town will add to the amount due, in addition to any interest and
penalties payable, a service charge for the acceptance of the card. The amount of the service charge shall
be disclosed at the time of the billing. The Board of Selectmen in coordination with the Town Clerk-Tax
Collector may adopt rules and regulations regarding the collection procedures. (Majority Vote
Required)

Article 23
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder municipal vehicles
and other equipment as determined by the Selectmen, with proceeds to go into the general fund.
(Majority Vote Required)

Article 24
To see if the Town will vote to accept the roads known as Sky View Drive and Whipporwill Ridge as
Class 5 Town roads. The acceptance is subject to the top-wearing course of pavement being installed on
Whippoorwill Ridge by the Developer, RSA Development LLC.
(By Petition) (Majority Vote
Required)
Article 25
To transact such other business as may legally come before this meeting. (Majority Vote Required)
Signed this

aia!

2008 Town of Farmington Warrant

*Note on Town budget and its Tax Impacts for years 2007 & 2008*

In September 2007 the Department of Revenue came to set the tax rate for the Town. Based upon the
budget numbers and the revenues received the Town’s portion of the tax rate was initially set at $6.42;
this number would have been the actual tax rate for the Town of Farmington if the Board of Selectmen
(BOS) had not intervened to lower the tax rate.

In looking at the tax impact for the Town, and taking into account the tax rate from the School portion
of the taxes, the BOS decided to buy down the taxes by making a 233,000 dollar payment from
surplus. This artificially raised the Town’s revenues and effectively lowered the Town’s tax rate for
2007 to $5.93.

Your 2007 taxes reflect the $5.93 for the Town portion. This could not have happened without the
additional infusion of 233,000 dollars from surplus.
For 2008, in working the budget numbers we are making educated guesses about revenues and
expenses (as we do every year). Additionally, the BOS required us to level fund the budget. For this
purpose, we used the actual rate which was/would have been $6.42.

In drawing up the budget, and with aggressive cutting and cost savings, we were able to bring in a
projected budget with revenues and expenses at $6.16. This represents aDECREASE of 26 cents from
the actual 2007 budget number of $6.42.
However, given the ‘after surplus’ rate of $5.93, you will notice a potential increase of 23 cents in
your tax rate. This is the ‘surplus’ effect; without the infusion of 233,000 surplus dollars in 2007 you
would/could have seen a 26 cent decrease on the Town side of the tax rate for 2008.
In conclusion, the potential exists for a 23 cent increase in your tax rate, however the same set of
circumstances may persuade the BOS to add another round of surplus monies to the 2008 tax rate. But
these scenarios are all based on ‘what ifs’ and nothing certain can be reasonably discussed. My only
hope here was to demonstrate the fact that the Town has done everything within their control (and then
some) to aggressively and successfully keep down your taxes.
Anthony Mincu, TA

Town of Farmington

MS-7

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
FARMINGTON
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24

APPROPRIATIONS AND ESTIMATES OF REVENUE FOR THE ENSUING YEA JANUARY 1 2008 THRU DECEMBER 31, 2008

IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.

1. Use this form to list thé entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.

3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below.

This form was posted with the warrant on (Date):

a | 14 0¥

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.

THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487

(603)271-3397
;
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TAXES
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|3190__
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Land Use Change

Inventory
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2008
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Taxes - General Fund

Penalties

|Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu

yc

LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES

erie Business Licenses &Permits
|
3220 _|Motor
|
|sz20
| VehiclePermitFees
| 3290 Jeuiiding
|
Permits
| 3290 JotherLicenses, Permits &Fees ||
[|ssi1sa19 |FROMFEDERALGOVERNMENT
|_|
FROM STATE

Shared
|
Revenues
Meals &RoomsTaxDistribution
|
HighwayBlockGrant_
|
WaterPollutionGrant
|
RecordsPreservation
|
State&FederalForest LandReimbursement]
NHFemaMatching125%
|
Other(inctaATa)
|
SafewakeGrnt
|
|__FromOtherGovernmenvsro_
| |
eben
Eaaasl
based
eae
a
From Special Revenue Funds

[3013
_[From CapitalProjectsFunds

a
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3015 FromCapitalReserveFunds ||
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ste FromTrust&FiduciaryFunds ||
[3017 Transfers romConservation Funds |__|
From Enterprise Funds

Sewer - (Offset)

Water - (Offset)
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|Wisosan Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes
Amounts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
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“BUDGET SUMMARY*™
ADOPTED BUDGET

i
le
RECOMMENDED BUDGET }RECOMMENDED BUDGET}

Lsi7ra.ssil
ar
f

SUBTOTAL
3“individual” WarrantArticlesRecommended (rom pg. 6)

Less:AmountofEstimatedRevues &Credts(romabovey
Estimated Amountof TaxestobeRaised

|

ass

051,906]

Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18:
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)

9,051,906

q

f

f
$588,347.00

;
f

:

Companitive Statement of Appropriations Expenditures 2007

Reimbursements

}4130|Executive
LS
190,067.00]
L$
(190,067.00 $ 157,336.71 |$ 32,730.29 |
|4140|Election, Reg. & Vitals | $__109,940.00 |$
8,531.00
|4150|Financial Administration _|$ 97,111.00]
dS
(97,ALLOO TS 99,465.85] $ _(2,354.85)|
|4152|Revaluation ofProperty _—|$ 21,000.00] Ss
$21,000.00 $ 22,782.50] $ (1,782.50)
|4153|Legal Expenses
$50,000.00]
Cd $50,000.00 $ 82,722.90] $ (32,722.90)
|4155|Personnel Administration _|$ 777,546.00]
L$
777,546.00 [$ 747,333.41] $ 30,212.59
|4191|Planning & Zoning
| $$——63,233.00|
$63,233.00 $ 49,008.45] $ 14,224.55 |
|4194|General Gov't Buildings | $__ 108,711.00 |$
1,445.00
|4196|Insurance
dS
50324001
CT $50,324.00] $ 50,044.00 $ 280.00 |
|4210|Police Department
| $ 879,617.00 |$
35,046.79
|421Slinieinaceeeeeeee |}
|
$s
i eh $07 bevownss |
|4220|Fire Department
| $ 345,850.00 $ 125,132.35 |$ — 470,98235|$ 342,519.31] $ 128,463.04 |
|4240|Building Inspection
| $_——39,503.00/$ ss 25.00| $ 39,528.00 $ —38,878.62|$
6.49.38 |
|4290|Emergency Management _|$_ —-4,500.00/$
=
S$ 4 500001$ 5,018.53] $ (518.53)
|4311|Admin. Hwy &Streets | $363,171.00]
dT $363,171.00 $ 364,513.48] $ (1,342.48)
|4312|Highway& Streets
$~—409,372.00/$
2,752.93] $ — 412,12493/$ 407,592.83 [$ 4,532.10 |
|4313|Bridges/ Railings
| S$ 50,000.00/$
ss - $50,000.00 $ ~—50,000.00/$
|4316|Street Lighting
$40,000.00]
CT $40,000.00] $
40,337.54
|4321|Sanitation Administration _|$ 88,954.00]
sd S$ 88,954.001$ 85,694.56] $ 3,259.44
|4324|Solid Waste Disposal
| $ —_—88,614.00 | $
74,732.84
2,364.97
$18,500.00 $ 16,135.03 |$
18,50000]
S$
|4414|Animal Control
|4415|Health Agencies
| $23,615.00]
$23,615.00] $ 23,615,001 $ —|4441|Welfare Administration | $__—«'18,569.00]
dT $18,569.00] $
16,611.96
|444aiCAPP
(tS
OOOO
C(t
40000 TS 4000.00/$ —-C
|
4445|Welfare
Cd $85,000.00] $
4,383.48
|4520|Recreation
TS
119,969.00]
$119,969.00 $ 121,368.99] $ (1,399.99)
|4550|Farmington Library
| $229,000.00]
sd $229,000.00 $ —229,000.00/$ Ss; C
|4583|Patriotic Purposes
| S$ 140000]
TS
400.00]$ 1124.34) $275.66 |
|4589|Culture &Recreation
| $28,900.00]
CT $28,900,001 $ —28,978.361$
(78.36)
|4652|Conservation Commission _|$ 5,587.00]
|4659|EcoDev/CoastBus
| $28,417.00]

|4721|Interest-LT Notes/Bonds _|$ 46,781.00]
|4902|Capital Outlay
| ——(997,300.00|$
$$
|4912|Captiol Projects
| $285,000.00]

4915 |Captiol Reserve

CT
CT

S$ C5,587.001$ 2,359.88] $ 3,227.12 |
$8 417.001 $ 22,586.80] $ 5,830.20 |

dT
—_—1,007,216.53
Cd

$46,781.00] $ 44,280.76] $ 2,500.24 |
S$ 285,000001$

=

- = $285,000.00

's_170,385.00[
| $ 170,355.00 |$ 170,355.00 |
$ 6,006,549.00

bx

#

5,992,728.2 nn
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division

2007 Tax Rate Calculation

TOWN/CITY:

in

REVISED
\. SCHOOL REVENUES
\

FARMINGTON

“pepe?
Net Town Appropriation

2,836,175

Special Adjustments jai" Paaal ae = ee eee
Approved Town/City Tax Effort

2,836,175 | TOWN RATE
5.93

SCHOOL PORTION
Regional
Apportionment
School

LOCAL
SCHOOL RATE
rfmi

STATE EDUCATION TAXES

STATE
SCHOOL RATE
2.30
7

:
Pd wre

ee

Sk NE Pay toState — pe |

a!

)

COUNTY PORTION

|

,

Add: Village District Commitments)
Total Property TaxCommitment

CT
Cid

COUNTY
RATE
2.16

=||

17.51

|

C8 29,377 |

(noutiliies) | = 472,455,180]
;

TRC#

|

228.1

a
.

PROOF OF RATE

State Education Tax
All Other Taxes

a

| 2

2.30]
15.21

3

1,085,992 |

3
TRC#

) i

228.1

|

|

=
22

|e

MS-4
REVISED ESTIMATED REVENUES (RSA 21-J:34)
City/Town: _Farmington, NH

ACCT.#

FY: 2007

SOURCE OF REVENUE
TAXES

| 3120 andusechange tax
|
| 3180 Resident ax
Pests |tentertx eae
|
| 3106 eaymentinuieuoftaxes
is3100 bee
f 209190 foe
ite Fever
Other Taxes

Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
Inventory Penalties

LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES

|
3210___|usiness
Licenses &Permits
| 3220 [Motor
Fees
VehiclePermit
| 3230 euitaing Permits
aaleis290
bas
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees

3311-3319

FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

FROM STATE

Other (Including Railroad Tax)

CHARGES FOR SERVICES

| 3409 othercharges
[crea “eelfener eeerrre aecame

ART.#

poser
—
be
sucmal
Leena
Fe|
ae
F
eel
+.

MUNICIPALITY

by DRA

XXKKKIKKAK

XXXXXXXXX

Le
saan
ba
asa
is
ieee
[2
eel
be lead

---—
EE
amd
Le
moa
bx
ed
ba
Hd
[eel
Ege
4.-.
a
ae SP
beam
Laieesd

FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

DUE SEPTEMBER

1
MS-4
Rev. 07/05

10f2
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MS-4

Revised Estimated Revnues (RSA 21-J:34) MS4

City/Town: _Farmington, NH

Sale of Municipal

FY: 2007

Property

et

ouInvestments
T
interest
T
PN
OO
ter ale

FromSpecialRevenueFunds

_

gt
cesses

|

From Capital Reserve Funds

From Trust & Fiduciary Funds
From Conservation Funds

Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes

SUBTOTAL OF REVENUES

General FondBalance

Unreserved Fund Balance

Less Emergency Approp. (RSA 32:11)

ase Voted Bien "Sit is

regs

Less Fund Balance - Reduce Taxes

|oie

——————

|
233274

Fund Balance - Retained

TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS

REQUESTED OVERLAY (RSA 76:6)

$

50,000.00

PREPARER'S SIGNATURE AND TITLE

DATE

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487

SUBMIT BY SEPTEMBER 1 TO THE ADDRESS ABOVE

2o0f2

MS-2

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS

'

RSA 32:3,V)

GENERAL

[4130-4139 ferecuve

Voted

Department of Revenue Administration

XXXXXXXXX

XXKKXKKXKXKK

XXXXXXXXXK

XXXKKXAKKX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXKKX

|

| 4196 [GeneratcovernmentBulkings
ers —— issn anc thesec fT |
|
ats |
|
a197
4199

For Use By

3

GOVERNMENT

4152 __revauaton otProperty
[41s ftegattipense

4197

Appropriations As

7

Advertising & Regional Assoc.

--Other General Government

PUBLIC SAFETY

4210-4214
4215-4219
420.4229

7
Ul

7
7

[4289 other ncusingCommunications)
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER

IRESo1213008 [XepertOverntcns

en

eee |e

HIGHWAYS & STREETS

| astt administration
|
43t2_|wighwaysssteets
| asts forages
[4316 suesttighting
Baceate locators
concave or
|
as2
|
asz3|
ee
|
aszs|

Ee py ee

ee

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXKXAXKX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXNR

|

SANITATION

Administration
Solid Waste Collection

Solid Waste Disposal
Solid Waste Clean-up

ghaeee Bo

WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT

|
4332__fwatersewices
4335-4339

ee

[Water Treatment, Conserv.& Other

ELECTRIC

aa

ee

ae

ee

|

ee

ee
MS-2
Rev. 02/06

3,807,513
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS

WARR.

Appropriations As

For Use By

RSA 32:3,

ART.#

Voted

Department of Revenue Administration

HEALTH

XXXXKXKXKKK

XXXXXKKKXX

WELFARE

XXAXXAXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

WOOOOOOUL

XXXXXXXXKX

Acct.#

sae
1.4442
i

4445-4449 NendorPayments
Other
|
CULTURE & RECREATION
4520-4529

4550-4559

Parks & Recreation

Patriotic Purposes
4589

Other Culture & Recreation

Cad

Eresatl

CONSERVATION

4611-4612 |admin&
Resources|
PurchofNat
4631-4632
4551-4859
DEBT SERVICE

ari
|
4721
4723
4790-4799 lomerentsenice
CAPITAL OUTLAY
c i)a a

4903

4912

Pe

XXXAXXAXAAK

es ae oe

XXXXXXAKK

es oe a

eager
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT

XXXXXXXXX
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rio.ci0
XXXXXXXXX
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4917
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The Mercier Group
a professional corporation
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Farmington, New Hampshire

Farmington, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each
major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Farmington, New Hampshire as of
and for the year ended December 31, 2007, which collectively comprise the Town’s basic financial

statements as listed in the table of contents. These basic financial statements are the responsibility of
management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these basic financial statements based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards that are generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the basic financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the basic financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made
by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the basic financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
financial position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund and
aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Farmington, New Hampshire, as of December
2007, and the respective changes in financial position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for
year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
America.

the
the
31,
the
of

Management has not presented a management’s discussion and analysis of the financial statements.
Although it is not required to be part of the basic financial statements, United States generally accepted
accounting principals considers it required supplementary information.

Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming opinions on the basic financial statements taken as a
whole. The accompanying schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to

the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly
presented in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

The Mercier Group, «professional corporation
February 20, 2008

2?

The Mercier Group
a professional corporation
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
CONTROL DEFICIENCIES AND OTHER MATTERS

O
E

To the Members of the Board of Selectmen

Town of Farmington, New Hampshire

|
:

Farmington, New Hampshire

e
—

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of Town of Farmington as of and for the
year ended December 31, 2007, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America, we considered the Town's internal control over financial reporting (internal control) as
a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing opinions on the financial
statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Town’s internal
control. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of Town of Farmington’s
internal control.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or
employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of
control deficiencies, that adversely affects the entity’s ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, or

report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles such that there
is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the entity’s financial statements that is more than
inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the entity’s internal control. A material weakness is
a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that results in more than a remote
likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected by the
entity’s internal control. Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in
the first paragraph and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses.
In connection with our consideration of Town of Farmington’s internal control as described above, we are

pleased to report that we did not identify any deficiencies in internal control that we considered to be
material weaknesses, as defined above. Areas of opportunity for further consideration include:
e

Noting that management has been working to update policies in some areas, in light of evolving
accounting standards, pass-through grant programs, donations, economic pressures, the growing
sophistication of informational needs and electronic transaction processing options, the
community should continue to proactively evaluate the effectiveness of its financial systems and
internal controls in all departments. As always, we are happy to support those efforts and to
provide assistance as needed.

This communication is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the
organization and is not intended and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

Paul GF.Werecer, pp CPA
The Mercier Group, a profssional corporation
February 20, 2008
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Town of Farmington, New Hampshire
Balance Sheet - General Fund
December 31, 2007

Assets
Cash & Investments in hands of Treasurer:
Checking

Bank of NH - MM/CD
Retainage, Performance and Escrow Deposits

Petty Cash and Change Funds
Capital & Non-capital Reserve Funds:
Highway Garage
Highway Department Motorized Equipment
Bandstand Maintenance

Emergency Medical Motorized Equipment
Future Technology
Public Buildings Mainteance
Fire Vehicles & Equipment
Public Safety Building
Recreation Equipment

Road Improvement & Paving
Bridge & Road Design and Construction
Taxes Receivable:
Uncollected Taxes - current levies
Unredeemed Taxes Liens
Allowance for uncollectible taxes

879,248.83

1,502,126.30
72,037.31

2,453,412.44

225.00
5,194.89
45,012.60
1,162.68

49,701.92
25,008.73
33,646.98
39,082.22
170,017.12
12,519.24

80,577.14
129,346.55
1,269,666.62
367,247.94
(100,000.00)

591,270.07

1,536,914.56

Intergovernmental Receivables:
US Department of Justice - Police Grants

18,996.83

Farmington School District - Gasoline
Other receivables
Due from Other Funds - Bridge CRF a/c Art. 06/06

1,831.39
964.06
35,000.00
4,638,614.35

Liabilities and Equity
Payables & Accrued Expenses
Deferred Revenues
Due to Other Funds
Due to School District

10,494.76
21,358.28
269,415.07
2,007,695.60

Other Intergovernmental Payables - State Fees

1,397.50

Retainage, Performance and Escrow Deposits

72,037.31

Encumbrances:
Current operations ~ open purchase orders

143,945.44

Revaluation
2007 Flood Repairs
Town Hall Renovations
Book Preservation

35,828.56
136,431.31
87,737.42
1,154.09

Bridges & railings
Highway Garage

19,695.03
4,278.25

Road Improvments
Town Hall Generator

80,786.18
10,825.00

Capital Reserve Funds
Unreserved Fund Balance

520,681.28

591,270.07
3,494,349.87
1,144,264.48

4,638,614.35
Note: Capital Project Funds having restricted equity of $1,558,146 not included above

2007 Detail of Receipts Town General Fund
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2007 Detail of Receipts Town General Fund
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2007 Detail of Receipts Town General Fund
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2007 Detail of Receipts Town General Fund
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2007 General Fund Finnancial Report
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Long Term Debt
Water Bond-Water Department
NO. 01—0431303
Total $350,000 @ Interest of 5%
PRINCIPAL
8,000

INTEREST
1,200
800
400

TOTAL
9,200
8,800
8,400

YEAR
2008
2009
2010

BALANCE
16,000
8,000

Water Note-Water Department
NO. 01-0421304
Total $252,000 @ Interest of 5%
INTEREST
500

PRINCIPAL
10,000
10,000
10,000

INTEREST

Route 11- Industrial Park Bond
Total $830,000 @ Interest of 5.22%
PRINCIPAL MATURITY DATE

INTEREST

PRINCIPAL

April 15 , 2008
October 15, 2008
April 15, 2009
October 15, 2009

$11,430.00
$11,430.00
$10,380.00

$40,000.00

Well #6 Bond Issue

$520,284 @ Interest of 2.865%
PAYMENT DATE
11/01/08
11/01/09

PRINCIPAL
$42,572.01
$32,392.55

INTEREST
$1,587.94
$ 604.12

ADMIN FEES
$ 851.44
$ 323.93

ANNUAL PAYMENT
$45,011.39
$33,320.60

Long Term Debt
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Long Term Debt

NH Municipal Bond Bank -$713,334
Route 11/153 Project-Main Street School-Town Hall
DATE
02/15/08
08/15/08
02/15/09
08/15/09
02/15/2010
08/15/2010
02/15/2011
08/15/2011
02/15/2012
08/15/2012
02/15/2013
08/15/2013
02/15/2014
08/15/2014
02/15/2015
08/15/1015
02/152016
08/15/2016

PRINCIPAL

60,000
55,000
55,000
55,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

INTEREST
7,295.63
1295.65
6,005.63
6,005.63
4,802.50
4,802.50
3,565.00
3,565.00
2,327.50
2,327.50
1,877.50
1,877.50
1,417.50
1,417.50
955.00
955.00
480.00
480.00

TOTAL ANNUAL PAYMENT

74,591.26
67,011.26
64,605.00
62,130.00
24,655.00
23,755.00
22,835.00
21,910.00
20,960.00

Long Term Debt
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2007 Parks and Recreation Income and Expenditure
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2007 Parks and Recreation Income and Expenditures
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Proprietary Funds 2007
Fire Inspection Program
Beginning Balance 2007
Fire Inspection Fees
Transfer to Town at Closeout

$
$
$

(471.37)
1,131.37
(660.00)

:

|

|

Balance December 31, 2007

Landfill Closure/Pay Per Bag
Beginning Balance 2007
Receipts 2007(Trash Bag Sales)
Eaton Vance Settlement
Total Receipts
Expenses 2007
Trash Sticker Purchase
Engineering
Transfer to Landfill Savings
Eaton Vance Settlement
Total

$
$
$
$

51,981.45
99,400.50
2,468.17
153,850.12

$
$
$
$
$

4,135.00
31,450.76
50,000.00
2,468.17
88,053.93

Balance December 31, 2007

$

65,796.19

$
$
$
$
$

1,211,978.86
50,000.00
2,468.17
63,250.19
1,327 ,697.22

$

5,439.79

$

37,007.97

$

37,007.97

Landfill Closure/Savings
Beginning Balance 2007
Transfer from Pay Per Bag
Easton Vance Settlement
Interest 2007
Balance December 31, 2007

Farmington Cable Television
Beginning Balance 2007
Receipts 2007
Metrocast Cable Franchise Fees
Total Revenue
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Expenses FCTV 2007
Payroll-FCTV Coordinator
Camera Operators
Camera Tech.
FICA/Medicare
Mileage
Telephone
Office Supplies
Equipment Maintenance
Fund Raiser Expenses
Miscellaneous
Education/Dues
FCTV Equipment

$
§
:
$
$
$
:

14,139.60
3,410.00
180.00
1,265.85
38.80
366.17
163.76

$

=

$

=

$
:
$

27.20
18.97
2,917.87

§

19,919.54

Total Expenses
Balance December 31, 2007

FCTV-Savings Account
$

ss

Beginning Balance 01/01//2007
Deposits
Interest
Service Fees

$
$
$

200.00
37.44
(9.00)

Balance December 31, 2007

$

228.44

$
$
$
$
$

41,328.15
31,044.04
72,372.19
41,259.37
31,112.82

$
$
$
$
$

250.00
11,584.84
850.00
7,587.20
1,000.00

$
$
§
$
$

21,022.04
4,707.86
10,921.37
3,304.70
18,933.93

Building Inspections
Beginning Balance 2007
Receipts 2007
Total Receipts
Total Expenses 2007
Payroll 2007
Balance December 31, 2007

Police Department Fund Raiser
Beginning Balance January 1,2007
Donations
Fund Raiser Miscellaneous
Canine Program
Transfer from Drug Restitution
DARE Program
Void Check
Total Receipts 2007
Expenses 2007
Fund Raiser Miscellaneous
K-9 Program
Drug Restituion
Total Expenses-2007
Balance December 31, 2007
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Drug Restitution Savings
Beginning Balance 2007
Deposit
Interest 2007
Transfer to Fund Raiser Account
Balance December 31, 2007

$
$
$
$
$

358.50
12,785.70
14673
7,587.20
5,568.71

Community Develoment Checking
Beginning Balance 2007
CDBG Grant
Interest

$

=

$
$
$

343,100.00
110.97
343,210.97

$
$
$

343,000.00
60.00
343,060.00

$

150.97

$
$
$

343,000.00
2,000.00
345,000.00

Total Expenses 2007

$
$
$

2,000.00
343,000.00
345,000.00

Balance December 31, 2007

$

Total Receipts 2007

Expenses 2007
Reimburse Town of Farmington
Bank Maintenance Fees

Balance December 31, 2007

CDBG Reimbursement
Beginning Balance 2007
Grant for SEDC/SAMCO
Fitness Room Grant

Total Receipts 2007
Expenses 2007
Fitness Room Grant
SEDC/SAMCO

Main Street School Fund
Beginning Balance 2007
Receipts 2007
Lease payments
Total Revenue 2007

Total Expenses 2007
Elevator Phone

Electricity
Water/Sewer
Repairs/Maintenance
Parking Lot Rental
Office Equipment
Oil
Total Expenses 2007

0

A

$

8,949.68

$
$

39,935.33
48,885.01

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

410.88
9,745.87
648.87
13,025.09
2,300.04
19.88
1,978.12
28,128.75

AG

20,756.26

Balance December 31, 2007

Police Outside Services
Beginning Balance 2007

13,043.18

Police Detail Payroll

23,506.97
8,854.44
32,361.41

Police Cruiser Revenue

Total Revenue 2007
Total Expenses 2007
Police Detail Payroll
Cruiser Purchase
Total Expenses 2007

24,353.56
13000
37,353.56
8,051.03

Balance December 31, 2007

Bond Account-Fund 7
Beginning Balance 2007
Receipts 2007
Transfer from NHPDIP
Expenses 2007
Trustee of Trust Funds

20,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00

Total Expenses 2007

0

Balance December 31,2007

NHPDIP-Bond Account
117,134.02
5,981.65

Beginning Balance 2007
Interest 2007
Total Expenses 2007
Transfer to Bond Account-Fund 7
Balance December 31, 2007

20,000.00
102,715.67

NHPDIP-Conservation Comm.
Beginning Balance 2007

36,879.19

2007 Current Use Paid

67,573.00
12,888.00
3,000.00
3,585.67
87,046.67

Deposit in Transit 12/2007
Society for Protection of NH
Interest 2007
Total Receipts 2007
Total Expenses 2007

Forests

Transfer to Fund 6-Conservation Easement
Balance December 31,2007

3,000.00
120,925.86
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Fund 6-Conservation Comm.
Beginning Balance 2007

14,596.65

Current Use Warrants
Society Protection NH Forests

73,551.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
79,551.00

Transfer from NHPDIP--Conservation Easem.

Total Receipts
Total Expenses

3,000.00
3,000.00
80,461.00
86,461.00

Transfer to NHPDIP Account-Protection NH
Sheepboro Road Conservation Easement
Transfer to NHPDIP Account
Total Expenses
Balance December 31, 2007

wn
NAHAS

7,686.65

AHA

4,819.89
92.17

Sarah Greenfield--Checking
Beginning Balance 2007
Interest 2007
Total Receipts
Expenses 2007
Checking Fees

4,912.06

Balance December 31, 2007

4,894.06

(18.00)

Sarah Greenfield-NHPDIP
Beginning Balance 2007
Receipts 2007
Interest 2007
Total Expenses 2007
Balance December 31, 2007

69,889.22

3,957.52
AAS

73,446.74

2007 Summary of Payments
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2007 Summary of Payments
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Healttrinscrance 2s|Seenease seen jasemened L336 040) [Mile semen en
SSNS |S Se 4427.52"
Life, Short and Long Term Disability |$ 20,008.77 ||Telephone
S14, 432.57 |

FICATownContribution

| $__77.149.40 |Dispatching &Prosecution

:

:
|

[$37,884.53

Medicare
Sh
SS
7 582:32,|[Uniforn————n
|$6,829.98 |
CMA RetirementCorp,
| $40,492.36 |[Radio Maintenance
Si 700.00 |
[Unemployment Compensation
| $3,663.00 |[Office Supplies
SS
183.15 |
$55,655.00-| Gasoline
|S
7,810.67
$71,438.67 ||O7EncumbranceGas_
sd $16,635.25

NHRetirement
(Frey [$8039.56 [Ties
«dS «COS SE

TOTAL
CC~C~“C‘TS:~—=C747,333.41
|Cruiser Maintenances $_—__—*10,733.12|
ae
ea penne
|Seen eT Rolie Siipp ics peer
|S ee ATT
et
ee ee
|
New Equipment pe t- —_—_———-— |$ 8,582.88 || [Police Gratis |__| $=
2,639.78
ee
ea
|
ee |[nivestig ations aaah aa
| $7438.76)
Planning & Zoning
|
SSC Equipment Maintenance
| $4,500.00 |
FES ee 5 Um
ES
a
ee

Planer

|

8__31466.69 [Police Misc.Expenses

=<; $1,936.27,

TraveVTraining
CS
CASS.OJITOTAL
ee
CittstC‘“‘CS:COC‘*dS:~—=«é8661,714.44
Master: Plan & Planning Consx-=-——|'$ — 2. 686:58-| |}
hae
|
ee
Telephone ©—— J. -———_____-- [$= "1,796.83. ||
ee
Strafford Regional Planning
| $6,358.07 ||FireDepartment
|
Memberships
Cd S~—«L00.00| JEMS/ Fire Chief
Printng& Ads
CdS
2,531.54 |]PerDiemDay Coverage-Fire
| $_—_—*108,375.17 |
Sa 228 56.|[Physicals eee aI
Neem
Boards Postage EA
| Se? 286330 ||Milena aie ea Sa
CS een ae
Siubscriptions <5sc Mo
ST a ORTR,||Teeth esl
|e
SC
Audio/Visual Equipment
| SSCS
illingServices
ss S_~———«9, 096.49 |

Enforcement Funds

| $=

FireDepartment Sofware

TOTAL
|
$49,008.45 |Office Supplies
|
Payroll
a

|
nn

[$361.19]

$764 59|
$s 60,000.00-

Le
or
|
Cc
greenery |SIR TETO
Po
Prretcive
Cotting
«dS «TA
Metical
Supptios
«dS 47]
es
|
$10,959.80
TT
fresicy Eaipment
«dS «STB
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2007 Summary of Payments
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ee
eee
ae
ee
ne
erie
ee
ee
|

ee
ee

aa
Dispatch
«dS 0092.00 [ues
C*dS C8
RadioRepais————SS——~dS
«28 |——SSCSC~*dSCSC«SLS
Supplies
$1,060.09 | [Replace Equipment
a watt
Truck
————SS«dS
Expenses
15,281.81 |[Mileage
Alarm
Systems]
$3410.00 ||Encumberto 2008 ——————=«' S890
rg Se | en ECA TAT2c |[een A
Le
5900358 [foal
———SSCSC~S~S~rSSC
TL
Egetmbecto 2008 No
| SORT ONSa| gM
el
|S |
CS
as RT |
a a
ETT
5___9066.46 [|Emergency
Management|
Pap
|$6,000.00, OI —— ef |
|
FOTALSSCS~*dS
S191 [[CvilDefense ——=—SSSSCS~«*dtS = GO
a
ee
fee a |ReenGierwce cl,
|S meraaenen
(General Government Buildings | ______|]ForestFire Protection ___—_—_—‘[S___ 611.86|
Maintenance Tech. =<
OAD S4|fTotal——SSCSCS~*~dSCC
TS
Elects
ESET TEES |
FuelOi,TownHal-Cour RoomBidgs|$4909.47 |[Administation Highway and Sweets |__|
SSAC TED)|[1 Ta YA ESET
Water/Sewer
«dS $ 2A
|fPessomnel——SSSCSC«*dS $ «2
8,199.59 ||Overtime
29,011.24
Town HallRentalExpenses | $___11125.00 [OutsideServices
$2,000.00
Supplies
dS__ 3630.31|SafetyEquipment
Town
«dS
Clock
1S .82|[Training
TOTAL
———SS*d(S «Saas |[Telephone ——SSSSSC~«dS COO
Rn C1 |S women leoutcny
Ce
a
ERE |
Welfare Administration | ———‘(fnifoms———SSSCSC~*dS
«SRG
Welfare
————~—~—*d;S__16G1A.96
Director
|[RenalofHighway Equipment [8 19,600.00,
Ti
«diay Buiding Repair «dS «3885.08
ntergoverament WelfarePayments | ____|[Encumber 2008 ——SS=«’S__—=57S.SB,
Swafford
CAPP____—_+([$__a000a0||TOTAL—SSSC«*d'S—_GSTS.AB
County
La
a
Di
a
ie
waters
ae
RietintseDMedical Sp
SSE UI I if
RS
Sa
SS 18600. | ma
|
en
Se
a a
ee Coe
nna
[ as i eee Fae
| ae
a
Li; rr
tee a
|al

Cee
Se

email
er
i
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2007 Summary of Payments
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eee

| eee

|)

ees

eee Lee

atc
——— | aa eee eee
Pid
=*iRe itaRepaverRpairRoads —_—_~ $20,265.64
Ti I
fret 2008
SwreetCighting
| __40,397.54||Sidewalks
Tid
cube to 2008
5 85,09456 [ErosionCommo
«dS BTS
P|
cmbrance to 2008
SolidWasteDisposal |
=i avin
SSS~«*S «097.00
PestConol————*#dS
180.00 |[CrashedGravel
TieRemoval
| $__ 6142.80
[|Winter Sand
1,382.27 ||Encumbrance to 2008
Building Maintenance [$1027.44 [|Contact Sweeping _——+([S 793066,
Encumbrance 02008 | $___1,043.90 |Removalof Trees
$1,200.00 |fEncumbrance to 2008
DieselFuel
«dS ‘005.60 [[PaintingofLines
«SST |
RepairsandPars
| $___ 8730.09|[Encumbrance to 2008
5912.88 [[RadioRepas——SS«iS
CIS
Recycling
«dS
70157 [Rental Mower
«dS —=2602.0
SolidWaste
«dS (685.44 [Highway Gasoline
«dS =O
Lagoon Closure
|S 653000 |)Encumbrance to2008 =|
$___13.50000 [[DieselFuet
«dS
«STG
Tvs&Monitors
«dS
_—ihwayTwes——SSS=«dS
COS
Encumbrance to2008_____|$ 5000.00 [Cleaning
Supples____———=«(S
97.17 |
SlopeMaintenance
| $___ 4000.00 [[Pars
_______+|$__46,742.50,
andRepairs
Preliminary TransferStaion | $____8.597.16 [JRepaint
__——————~+(YS___1.999.73,
Trucks
Encumbrance to2008+ $1402.84 |[EngineOu_———————S—SS=«*S
= 6S
Total
[$72,991.99 |[Highway
Miscellancous___—_—_—_—«(S
394623
REE
|
| [NeveEeuipnene pas |SRLIMOST
Animal
Control]
iio Signs
C*dS «AT
5 9450,00 |[Cleaning CatchBasins | 8___9,000.00
Animal ControlTraining [$1642.58
||Culvers &CatchBasins
Mileage
(YS 38645 |encumbrance to2008
Sheltering
Animals|
$__ 4656.00 ||Guard Ral
FOTAL(S
_164135.03 |[Encumbranceto 2008 ————«dtS——_—«&.OOL ST
[a
RN FtIS EET
[pS
ee
eS
||Cintting Edpesaetna sommes | cee 7 te
ones
| eeneeennemnmenens ||ENGUMDTRBCS-WOs2008
[Rees Deeenreetinden meermerernes
|
|r
en | een
en

Se

[nee
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ore

Seesnecied posemmemncased ||, camewennsemcan—< cmepewenietod baw.
|
|
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i
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i
1
|
|

i

[
:
:

j

ji

||Other
Recreation
Culture &
—_
Hay
eae
Day
|$84,618.36
Personnel =
SSS S$~_ 100,041.16 |Summer Program
Training
—“—‘“—;CSCSC*dS$
~——=i3 753.16 ||Special Events
$
2,678.88 ||Boy's
& Girls Club

Supplies

«dS

Gasoline
eee entee
Encumbrance: to-200Gepavaenene iene
Equipment
SSS
Parks and RecreationGrant
|

MaintainPark

__ 2530.52 [Preservation Gui

«PS__3:775.27 ||Conservation Commission

eats
|Sete
|(TOTAL
PTOtais geen
eens -$4+121-969.99"| | “See

pre

$15,000.00,

Sort 77592"| |Totaleters
en
|S
28,978.96]
|S eemnmel s412.68: |apertpymiome cere ecm
|em
——— |
S$~_3,000.00 |[Conservation Commission == |
i
$_——=—3,000.00 ||Secretary
==
Cid SSS—(340.00 |

Ceased ee fet ert

et

gS
|
|
ae
[Economic Development
|
id
Economic Development Expenses

$

6,769.80

|

|

___—_—«([S__2,019.88
2,359.88

ere

CUT

trafford County Commissioners

$

$

40,849.99

Principal

$

128,830.87

TOTAL

$

169,680.86

i
i
j

axes Paid to School District

|i

AU 61

ere | Encumbrances
Interest-Long Term Bonds &Notes |
a
Tax
Anticipations NoteInterest_ || $s -_| [Contract Sweeping
=

fare
|S

EE
ree
ee
Capitol Outlay-Machinery,
Veh, Equir
ies)
N

™

N

2007 Warrant Article Lib
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al
Renova
i
n
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|
y
310

i
|
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4 006 Flooding
I nleaded Gas
I
| rushed Gravel
iee ighway Garage
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2007 Summary of Payments

(Capitol
2006
Outlay Cont)
Encumbrances Cont.)
|
accel
2007 Custodial Truck
dT $4,600.00 |Encumbrance to 2008
2007 FireTruck
Sd $420,000.00|Town Hall Generator
2007 Excavator Highway
| $__—_—«1 23,730.00 |[Highway
Improvements
$_~———(6,632.23 |
2007
Computers
S$__—«i'6,802.00 ||Encumbrance to 2008

eee
|New
a

29,6124)

$91,397,299.64 ||SER
|) eet

Sone eae

a

| TOTAL

SP

(Sve 375,35625|

Traiis tothe Capital Reserve Fund (fo
| |
ees
(Pe
ee
PCS sir ener (Cae 600) ||
a
anal [ni eed
Fire Truck Equipment
}SHS0;0005000) | ene
re |Pn
arte,
Recreation Equipment saaseseareteerer {5-eerrs-000.00;| |auee en eeepee =
|
Road Improvements sebssenmetmemnets| Sieemneeetietee| 12006 Tax Lien eitgabeenen | ere |

Public Safety Building

Technolopy Mea

$43,750.00
|[Town of Farmington

ef

ST 15105.00)||

fm

|p

PieTekRepu —— | oe |
Highway Equipment fee——nmme——mem |S5-—--—-50,000.00)) |iinmietbeee-te-ie—m———
He
—|
Ambatne=———=}———————
|$5 000 Re
|

TOS ep
| Steen 70,555.00]
a
|
[vot aes
ne |eae
LL. | ah aN
Le eer oFal
Airtel
eee
Lesh a
Le
eT
ee
eS
ees | a
ee
[Bank of NH-Money Market
[|$__3,400,000.00][
Bad ‘checks written off0-———s-——-- = |SL 2,993.8 15||
TE
| Fe
$3.4
38,947,009) ||meh
a
a
Sa
Ty
a
a
ee)
State GONE Dog liicciises sanmasesann |Seen nNE08501] (nas
ee
| eke ees

OI

| Tee a

ne |eape

$
1:26.00; || Seat
oe
er eee
[State ofNH Population ControlFees_ |$ 1,864.00/[
$
Ce |
rr
er
$
62461] | We
keene @shee’ |teek serene
$
-__20,299.95.| IPeRenewem
2)
|
eee
$
8,063.12 ||POaRE
Sp
|
Tnistee-Town Clerks Office
Se
7,804.00] [Ah aan ees
|
Insurance Claris 52
| Suomeslt, 20148) (Mine eee Bae
|
Fees Planning Board “pr
|Sa G,350.79 4|
as Pe a |
School Unleaded ———} =~ ~~ |$ non 10,863.53] | Sh — = —
ee
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|
ae
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Town of Farmington
Summary of Tax Accts.
Fiscal Year Ending 12/31/2007
Debits

Levies of:

Uncollected Beginning ofYear: | 2007, | 2006, |
|
_PropertyTaxes_
|
($961,538.05 [#3110
[SC
en
ee
2 ee
| Land UseChangeTax
|
|
$14,662.00 ]#3120
|
ExcavatedMaterialsTax
|
|
$1,026.22 [#3187
RE
OS a
ee
ee ee (ee
TaxesCommittedthis
Year: |
|
CT
|_Land UseChange Taxes | $80,157.00]#3120
|__ExcavatedMaterials
|
$2,345.22{
#3187
[ES
oe ea be eel
a
Lie
(Overpayments Refunded:
|
|
#3110
=

nterest Collected on Delinquents

9,286.46

$66,959.20

|#3190

[FS
SS ee eee
eel el
|
TOTALDEBITS —_|_‘$8,277,394.32]
$1,050,932.16 |
Pesecieieeseitceheeniebeeeinmseay
|Siesta Credits eee]
|
Remittedto Treasurer During Yr: |
|
|___PropertyTaxes_
| $6,898,903.11 | $957,901.23]
| Yield Taxes
813,765.21 [$1,459.51]
|___Land UseChange Taxes |__—_—$65,799.00| $14,662.00]
|__Excavated Materials
| $2,289.22 $1,026.22]
|__InterestonTaxes
|
$9,286.46 | $66,959.20]
Sn
A
Re
See Le
Deeded:
During:¥parueeemenens|
eect
eee
Se
eee a ee
ee
ixbateutciits! Made aeaeeemeemante eet eeresnege |aide ae |
$3,92400{
Pee
eee:
ieida xs
|S N76 14.89: |ee
|
|__LandUse ChangeTaxes | $6,606.00]
5E00| sneeeieet
bo
ne
Ke Re
Uncollected EndofFiscal Year: |
|
|
_PropertyTaxes_
| $1,258,370.86]
Sa ield Taxes a
PSP |04S 1,850.95 jd
|___Land UseChange Taxes |_$7,752.00[
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TAX SALE/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Town of Farmington
Fiscal Year Ending 12/31/2007
Debits
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of

$26,214.58

$49,307.38
$197,435.45

130119.77

101049.5
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eee
ee UTILITY ACCOUNTS aalmat ae leek |
eee
yer owl olkarmingionde | oe [een
P
Fiscal Year Ending 12/31/2007 | |
FEES rosea coree ferme bre meee
Lame |Es col ht i]
SC
eee
|e Debits |e [se | el
egypt
|SE viceof | po eteee |e
Sea a RNS |952006/20074 |e Se |
Uncollected Beginning ofYear |
|
dH3189 |
HE Water RE RRR
|} $41,485.86| oh — |
||
PesWater|Sérvices SEMI SS] $1,483.48] 1 9 [|
iesWater iris aR eeS|SG $113:55] Sh
|
ERS
TE
SE
ee el ee aS)
eSewerlSexy ices
|Oh 5160.00] 5. ie rena | F282)
Severin a eamamee DIM T_$195.80| 1 bree | SPU
ae
a
TaxesCommittedthis
Year: |
|
CT
DE
WatcrRenteeie
a|hasS23041831] | Sole fy
| WaterServices
|S *$12,532.08]
|
| Water Connection Fees | ___—$26,265.00]_ |
|
pWaterFinalsp tee Mien | J $328.47, } Bess TT
liScwerlRentsap i MOaMie Ball|naS299,913.79| 7 ely eit | es oe!
SewerlServiccss SARML GU |eRTAC S1O.00 ORGSO] At S| Aaa ie
|
SewerConnectionFees.
| __$28,980.00]
|
|
Sc Wer Rinse Mame ead [9488.93 ae free |
LSS =
aa eee |i nome Era
verpay/ iets aeaaemameneeemenee |Seteemrert | pres |aeeare [ed
SScWeif cutee nes |aeeee$279:85| He aes | as |eet
IBW aicq]ikcht quae eeeneaee [pier 9162.30] epee |SR |Hed
sl
eee
eee Gee Coe
Interest Collected onDelinquents] $10,590.28}
|
|
a
es
ee
ees ee eee
METOTATSDEB ITSMaaNeeans |S 759,322.58 |hecatie. |Meemei | Mebelaty)
as SS
ee eee eee
a
ee
PE
Remittedto Treasurer During Yr]
|
CC
UW ait Sits Maa A
|90'S 273,994:10] Aa
| OSH
nWatcrSecriccsRNRMRRER
OS SIL66L71) Set)
28.08)
|
WaterConnectionFees
| __$26,190.00]
|
|
EE
SaaS]
WaterdRinal
S41130)/}) S6.ie7a 6.966 81|
SeSewer Renteieasmemev Mal [pais $294,611.94 5) Seal srl | Si8.o5)
MESewerSevicesi Raman Wiis $67.50|) sities) i oes wi
|
SewerConnectionFees
| __ $28,980.00] |
|
Scwedriniaae Moke |OMerSO3L7HT
alee [|
Esq
eine |
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Town of Farmington
Unredeemed Taxes as of 12/31/07

Piomanh morse sor eeeor hh
|All rene
Adjutant, Kenneth & Margaret | $353.71] $1,181.64]
Adjutant, Kenneth & Margaret_ | $3,237.02]
|
Alessi;
Carlow]
182,427.56] $2,409.07]
Alessif Gar] Waele AR Donsiteoee || 152,284.02] panemanans ieee gota
Allfrey, Timothy &Michelle
[$1,024.22]
|
Anderson, Irving
|S
$399.66] $185.35]
Aubert, Thomas R. & Anctil, William | $2,832.26]
|
Aubert, Thomas R.& Anctil, William | $3,012.48]
|
Bailey, Richard Allen Jr.& Stacy |
|
$268.34 |
Barlow walteaG eee
eb 1533707 |5 $173.05 |ate pion
Berry, George M.&ShirleyA. ss |——_—$888.00] $916.23]
Blinn, RodneyL.& Yvonne
| $4,459.79] $4,122.87]
Bologna, Giuseppe & Laurie Ann | _$2,148.62,
|
Bologna, Giuseppe &LaurieAnn {| _ $17.63
|
Boothi/RyaniiBeth 5 | JOnBhL P|) 1$1;743.64|| 5) 06.8] 6 alt sei
Bootli¥ Ryan Sipe ieee NCORESE ||h) $179/23| LS abated jek jot
Boston &Maine Railroad
| ‘$367.91] $364.26]
Boston &Maine Railroad
|
$ 380.80] $378.18]
Boston &MaineRailroad
|
$121.61] $121.34)
mays ete
BourgenispMikem Bee bs MOBCTee. |i §9°$5058/k Fee eee
[ESTERS See
ES IR)
ee
es
Bradley, George. &TracyA. |__— $1,913.02]
|
Bradley Steven DiéeJoan La
BretoieRcnald RR ee mrMERER S| |1$644\84|) 52 S08 eG ena
Biices) olin SMMaeaReR chante oOVRCes ||| 3$154:24) sine’ Sliehew> aee0|
Cardinal, ArthurS.
|
$7,768.54] $7,710.18]
Cardinal, ArthurS.
|
8361.10] $358.35]
Cardinal, ArthurS.
|
(89625.79] $620.69]
Cardinal, ArthurS.
|
$700.20] $695.63]
Cardinal, ArthurS.Sr._
| $2,286.44] $2,269.08]
Cardinal, Arthur S.Sr.
Ss |__$3,423.75|__ $3,397.47]
Cardinal, ArthurS.Sr.
| _—$6,128.72] $5,964.81]
Cardinal, BonnyL.Estate
| __$1,529.57] $1,518.40]
Cardinal, BonnyL. Estate
| __$1,506.33] $1,494.86]
Cardinal, Karen A.& Paul
|
SI7LGTL
|
Cecchetti, Richard E.&SherryL. ——{|__—$152.541
|
$910.27 ee
C harlesworth, Donald
eee ee |
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Town of Farmington
Unredeemed Taxes as of 12/31/07

Converse, BeatriceO.
| $653.41
Converse, StevenR. &LisaL. | $2,119.49]
Cope, Duane &Judith
$1,654.05]
Crevier,LindaL.
|
$1,084.18]
Curley, Christine M.&MaryM. |
836.811

ee ee
pane
serait
A
ene snmsasit
[fhe axl,
[tat deol
homiT veil
Day,
PercyC.&JoyceM.
| $1,004.31] $988.33]
Defalco,
$1,567.85]
Daniel
$290.30]
Defalco, Daniel
|
$654.25] $649.35]
Demeritt, Delphin 1p
ee |
Demers Thomas'POane ~~ ieeaeews [epee
Dinwoodie, Donald A.Jr.
Donnell, Donald &Julie

:
|) 846142 [ae sone

$2,930.18] $1,414.81]
| $4,190.72]
|
\o*)

Dom Holly So) Pe ayes | 194,158.26 97 isk|& nav tino
$384.40/)
Drapeau, Grace &RichardR.
| $1,993.18}
|
Drapeau, Grace &RichardR.
| $3,063.57]
|
Dube, Peter Sr. & Mary

Ann

$1,599.32

$1,587.43

Dube, Peter Sr. & Mary

Ann

$4,909.37

$1,764.32

$918.63

soe truce
[buRoss, Paul Eo) feegee 0 $575.56|"
a
ean
Easson,
GeraldG.&HelenM.
| $1,024.51]
|
Elliott, Robert N. & Juanita M
$2,372.34 \vost BF wrod) vothar|
$1,659.71] $1,647.37|
$855.2 fo)
Ferland, Beverl
$1,539.39] $1,527.22] __$3,858.2
Foster, Charles & Ursula
| $597.63]$592.42]
Gamble, JamesP.
|
$2,426.44
|
win
Ainate
oo

Gordon, Marcus L.Jr.&Kristen] $1,111.70] $976.86]
Gosselin, Donald M.&Desjardins | ___—$847.01]$840.46]
Grandmaison, Peter &Sheila | $2,109.43}
|
$760.03
Gullison, JoyceL.
|
8247.60] $137.14]
Gullison,
83,985.29]
JoyceeL.
$3,856.91]
Hagar, DonnaB.
|
$322.98] $464.07]
Hodgdon, Royce Estate

$2,342.39]

Hogan, Kimberl

$2,662.74

Hoitt, Colleen I.

$298.20]

$2,433.0 l

$530.5

o7)

-

oO

$2,642.76

Bene
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Town of Farmington
Unredeemed Taxes as of 12/31/07

Howard, Doubld eee gtseee |e} biw$952.91 ite eel
Howard
EDonalieemnneeeeeete
|P|
$91,943.47 lt stoi
Howard) Donkldi aaa eeneek Ie |T
|10193,098874/eaenll
stil
HowardsDonsld ae amass ceeds |
7 | $2355 |ails tne
HowardsDonsldas etna Wed IRE |
| aS eStie7iba teattie|
Howard,
EverettA.&DonaldE.
|
| $4,602.73]
Hiiber) David) ilnmins Deaeinaee. te||) $1,228.55] diuma nnn a eee Wein)
Jonas \Kimbery: Asin tiobeess Greme |
|e} $387.02) sami nextel
Kazikus Kareopes 0) (@O0le [7 $68.54lbnge Seat iambeniden|
KelleySthonis eatin BSTOte [}
javelin $24637|¥ sghomwo
Kendrick) Mataiapess) ties anainiee,| 1$1,907.32] 1 -Fa)idiailwettl
Kimball§Nancyeenn
eles ||$1,210.40| 5aeeie Bioat aes
Kineavy,Michaeletal
|S 8474.18]
Lapanne, NicholasJames_—
|
Launchbury, Richard K.
|
Lavalley,HaroldB.
|
Heavy, Gal annem Memes |]

S$1,121.57]
|
$575.40)
$2,077.53] $2,061.84]
$273.87]$271.64/miibnone?
|

Lewis, Clayton &Kathleen A. | $2,881.47]
|
Litchfield, Michael A.
|
$1,646.58] $1,634.15]
MSIE AtRealyiCorp) Ammiemneons |S $1,645.51|ansG Bibee |p otade)|
Mahoney, CharlesW.

|

$2,822.38]

|
130.18 |maid besiges2|

$44.18
Miller( Maric ieee
|) $1,582.04)408 Ting a note’)
Mitchell, James L.M1& Cheryl |_—_—'$920.29] $913.20)
Moore, Jason &Jodi
| 8695.27]
Morley, William Jr.Estate
|
$690.62] $349.62]
Morton;
Shahobiaewiensdeeete
5|] $121.84) abot ®aM penttiw’)|
Murray, Harold Jr.Et Al
|
$969.51] $961.74]
Nason, BemardF.Jr.Estate
|
$104.65]
|
NataleGathcrinciiis
MAMeee {1 $2,160.44] 178 ioe Aaero)
NicaholieSRobenGaiWabilis
Rem al $85.63] 3) Salo sel |
$203.88]

Parent, Conrad N. & Doroth

$586.55 se

Parshley,

$224.56

Vicki J.

$202.23]

$197.76

- SilneeeATOT)

Py

|
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Town of Farmington
Unredeemed Taxes as of 12/31/07

[1364.27]
“See milled $214.63)
Patch, Bruce &Beverly
|
$1,894.88]
Patch,
$1,952.84]
WilliamG.
Perkins, Robin& Paul
|
$4130]
|
Powers, DarentsMarabiarp Mi 9) 1] 1)$1f13389) inet BA i] Inowolil
Punty,
AlbertE.&ToniMarie
| $1,634.86]
|
RizzopJohmieeONee
Se
ed PSE SEARS]. S29GO dra reno
Rousseau, Wesley

J. Trustee

$3,678.85

$3,650.30

$2,790.6

—

1
Rowland Jonny) 7 $eenoee| 1$1,409.21}
alata tonite
Ryan,
JohnJJr.&SusanE.
| SL071.54]
|
Sanford;Donna J
|ietee || 192327200 Sliema bi siasa|
Schultze, JeanMarie
|
$8596.51] $591.35]
Schultze, JeanMarie
|
$570.01] $565.60]
pt
Seale, Steven &Laurie
|
$703.75] $126.18]

Seymour, Donald L. & Norma L.

|

$2,843.21

1

Staples, Howard Sr.

Stevens, JayM.&LLouanne

$1,387.15

|_—*$5,392.21|

$219,503.80}

$109,965.66]

$ 37,778.48
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Town Clerk Report
Year Ending 12/31/07

ees)

3
20
204|Certified Copies - State
|
204]
3
4
1224!Dog

License Fees - Town

$6,286.5

$606.5
$2,244.00

1122

Fund 10 - Grants

$2,000.00

|
6|ParkingTicketsCCi‘LSSCCS1600.00)
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Town Clerk Report
Year Ending 12/31/07

Photo Copies

Reimbursement - Cobra

|

6|Reimbursement - Highway

Culvert

|
6[Reimbursement-Police
|
($931.55
|
_6|Reimbursement
-WorkersComp. __|_$6,093.42
|
9|RentofTownHall
|
($1,445.00
Sale of Town Propert

|__8|Short Term Disability Reimbursement__|
__$6,652.86
| 8|Various Licenses
|
$700.00)
| 1|Well
Reimbursement
#6Town
|___$5, 175.82]
|_11|Zoning Board ofAdjustment
|__$2,931.00
2 PORN
Sees
Ca
i
(Sie |
RRECREATION
DEP TOOis |ieee os)
PaifHayDay
[86,490.20
| 10|Junior High Summer Trips
|__‘$5,619.75
Miscellaneous

Senior Programs
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Town Clerk Report
Year Ending 12/31/07

a22ijSummerCamp
6/Toddler Program
1} Various Programs

i TOTAL
eno
pass
ey
|3

$128,299.4

20
25
44

| 25)
Lose
Polas
Foo
Ere
aes.

$6,592.5
$25,768.9
$39,935.3

ON

Faved
iex
ane
eae |
[od
are
ei
oor
—39 ~
738

>

=

< o) nS -) %

: = .: e

;

tate Registration Fees
tate Title Fees
|

.

ei
0h

:inci

HARDSHIP LIEN

$304,722.9 =)
$18,446.00

$323,168.9
|r
|

i
Soe Seed

$336.8
$1,980.00

TOTAL
aie
ANON
Ac
TOTAL TOWN CLERK REVENUE _| $3,965,432.6
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Town Owned Property as of January, 2008
Parcel ID
RO3-017-3
R06-213
RO6-217
R17-026
R19-013
R19-014
R23-019
R32-013
R32-022
R32-022-3
R32-022-5
R32-022-7
R32-022-8
R32-022-8-1
R34-017
R36-001-1
R36-005
R38-015
R42-004
R50-026
R50-028
R51-001
R59-009
R61-001
R61-004
R61-048-1
R61-057
R62-003
U01-008
U01-010
U01-010-1
U02-069
U05-001
U05-002-1
U05-027
U05-095-1
U05-123
U06-023
U06-024
U06-025
U06-052
U06-105
U09-03 |
U09-042

Location

Commerce Parkway
Merlin Road

Squire Rd/Land
Tall Pine Road
Landfill
Main Street
Ten Rod Road
Main Street
Sarah Greenfield
Sarah Greenfield
Sarah Greenfield
Sarah Greenfield
Child Care Center
Sarah Greenfield
Elm Street
Paulson Road
Paulson Road
Town Pound
Scruton Road
River Road
River Road
River Road/Dubois Lane
River Road

Bay Road
Town Forest
Charles Street
Charles Street
Town Forest
Fernald Park
Hancock Street
Hancock Street

Loring Avenue
Town Hall
Old Courthouse
Lone Star Avenue
Park Drive
Union Street
Main Street
Main Street

Fire Dept Bldg
Garfield St. Park

Municipal Offices
Highway & Water/Sewer

UL0-023

Land on Cocheco River
Mt. Vernon St/land

U11-030
U11-050

Water Tower/Bay Road
Edgerly Park

Acreage
12.76

Market Value
$ 129,850

17,370
26,100
70,270
105,180
10,110
47,220
32,200
185,050
147,910
83,100
90,000
816,310
90,250
183,600
97,860
56,130
7,250
29,230
40,000
17,000
186,400
119,800
23,280
78,600
7,000
22,300
55,000
117,660
7,400
3,800
43,800
1,057,100
184,850
35,710
43,000
10,840
108,000
110,000
534,260
43,490
708,190
1,567,910
6,200
37,500
507,500
43.650

$7,945,230
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2007 Treasurer's Report

Balance Forward January 1,2007_ | Ss
Total Town Receipts and Transfers
| Ss
Total Selectmen Manifests
|
Ss
[Balance December 31,2007

$_~——«1,033,154.63 |
$_—(16,695,699.81 |
S$(16,849,605.611)|

| ——+$

ietamee Descsabes 3.220% ___.____|

822
879,248.83|

ee

SERA" |

TD/BankNorth Money Market
|
|
Cd
peice gsr me
eR Ss | a |SA 7997625155,
TransferfromNOW
ss
C—C—C“‘LSSC*C*C#d $_~—_—=3,400,0002.00 |
ii
| ae a
a
ed

Transerto
Town
NOW
Balance December 31,2007,

|}
$7,000)
| Sd $ «502,126.30 |

Ciena i
nl ME
CardinalleaGidden
2/20
se aeegsgp
Beginning Balaiceme ep
|
Saez

TRI DE ET

Balance December 31,2007,
| CC S754. 12|
Cl 7
eee
eee
ee
ee

Se

a LY PG ACEI TT

[Beginning Balances Sane etn

|ARTS, Pyeater 3010.76.

a a

eee

[Balance December 31,2007

(SSS

|

a

SEES

3,018.30

———

tes

Holy Rosary CreditUnion
|
CT
CCidC
Peeing
Balancesseenemseemersemiee
os|Semeeneee |.SERRE SNES 2124"
[i
a
a
a
od ©Somes hoe

CloseOuttaHolyRosa

|] ssa
SCC««OT7

Balance December 31,2007,

| SC

[ae
eed laemmewet| feeereer e/a all

Abpea

BeginningBalance—
Interest Se
al

TranterforCopiesMade

Citit‘“‘(CSC#*rLSSOCOC‘“C$WSC&CS'~S—C—«2,149.40 |
ewnn eatin aD enka |Sac ME SS32_

iS

[Balance December 31,2007

—s_—isf —

/$ =: 22,060.72 |

a
ee eee
sal Laser
(Cherub Estates@oo SP... ssa feb woe [sion ws el ee |
Beginning
ak.
Balance
|SOON fee wh2A3;1 12105.|

Ce
YC
Balance December 31,2007
|
De
ee
IFCTV-Savings Account,
Beginning Balance

epic eee Reem
Retum Bank Maintfees
[Ro eae Tey

ee

|

FECT

CS
43,219.96
ee
ee
|

See gions)
|
a SS e225.00 |
CT CSC.
a
Ee Kee
yl

Seniee
Fes
S00
Balance December 31,2007
|
CC S228.
PT
7PT
New. Dant Savings eae

Beginning Balance

a
ON
|e

OE

See
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2007 Treasurer's Report

Tiiferest
ane
2007

og
Balance December 31,2007

eee

|
ee
|
nO)
|CCS

[ot Maia mentiaediee Mainsmememeemeed {el tees, pee
Fees? Planning Board
|
ee
Beginning Balances)
See
|
Deposits 2007 Shae
|g ee el aie ane )520.00 |
Interest 00 ae ea slee
aS
7.43

ExpensesPaidOut

i

*dS06 350.79)

Balance December 31,2007
|
CSA
Ric wm 6 Osi Cement | aera eee

76.64 |

LandfilCesreCDSSC<dT
SCY

BeginningBalance
|
$211,978.86
fitecest oe URS se Sosa ee we LEM |Dey |S
63,250.19
Transfer from Pay PerBag Account| dS
50,000.00

Eaton
VanceSettlement
«|| Cd $1,
S287
Balance December 31,2007
327,697.22
Po

i

OE

DrugRestitutionSavings

GID. Melwobdt yatta)

Sid Sd

[Beginning Balance see) pees ee |e) |S ineee S850 |
Depasits 2007 FP
ee
RE BP
12,785.70
[Ri
es Paes eperaremmanen
heme I
1.71

Transfer
toFundRaiserAccount
Balance December 31,2007,
eke

INHPDIP-Bond Account

|__|
$587.20
CCT SS 568.71

|

te
|

|

CT

Beginning
Balancennieeen
esses eee |Setee=| 9 Seer 117213402
Interest
saeaanebeeeieanentepeesneeeneennsee
|ORs |Seems 531165 |
TransfertoBond Accountcash
| SL S__—((20,000.00)
Balance December 31,2007,
| CT
CS
So
eee
ee
NHPDIP-Conservation Commission

$102,715.67

Le...

=

BeginningBalance
CT
CS
36,879.19
interest
PRE
Efe
585.67.
Current Use Ss > "one nu cos | | 'Sea? 57300)
Society forProtection NHForests
|] ST $3,000.00
Deposit
12/2007]
inTransit
CS _12,888.00 |

Transfer
Easement(SheepbooR@)
for
|__|
$000.0)
Balance December 31,2007
| SC $120,925.86 |
eS
SS
eee Ee
ee
ee
INHPDIP-Bicentenial
Account
|
|

BeginningBalance
|
S767. |
Interest Agee Conejos Knee | at S67:

Balance December 31,2007
|
CCS
«(807.57 |
ee
ge re
[Ore ee | een ee

Sarah Greenfield Checking
|
|
BeginningBalance
CT
S481 9.89|
Tic can Romer suemcemmenreed pramed Kimmneeses/ A
Checking
AccountFees_
|
CS
Balance December 31,2007

|
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2007 Treasurer's Report

o IP-Sarah Greenfield
eginning Balance

nterest
alance December 31, 2007

$
$
$

69,889.22
Bip) kee
73,446.74

$
$

343,100.00
110.97

ommunity Development Checking
eginning Balance 2007

CDBG Grant
Interest
Reimburse to Town of Farmington
Bank Maintenance Fees

=

(60.00)

Balance December 31, 2007

TD BankNorth- Wastewater Money
eginning Balance
Interest 2007
ransfer to Cash
Balance December 31, 2007

Market

TD BankNorth-Wastewater Capitol Reserve
Beginning Balance

Interest
Connection Fees
Deposit in Transit
Balance December 31, 2007

EVE
TD BankNorth-Water Money

Market

Beginning Balance
Interest
Balance December 31, 2007

ae ES

igigicniviaic|
§ |

$
$

6,880.46
,880.
146,354.10

$
$
$
$
$

252,694.53
12,962.77
7,500.00
26, 190.00
(41,653.00
257,694.30

TD BankNorth-Water Capitol Reserve
eginning Balance

Interest
Transfer from Appropriations
Connection Fees
rj
wo
|e
Elle
To)
ok
J ransfer to NOW Checking
w

Balance December 31, 2007
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2007 Wastewater Income and Expenditures

=
=
ae Pee eee | Eee
ee)
Tee
Balancenan (2007200 eo |$2. 24,995.57 || pases ee
eal eas Piper
nT
ae) a ae | TT a oe a)
PT eT
[Sek
nk eed ee eee | Tere) ee ane]
eT Tea
Watewater Rents-2007-January _—| $__63,861.72 ||Liability Insurance
sd $3,776.00 |
Wastewater Rents 2007-April || $62,142.94 ||Dues_
CC
84.5
Wastewater Rents 2007-July | $59,525.04 ||Advertising
CT
CC
Wastewater Rents 2007-October__— |$__53,229.69 [Office Supplies
|
$607.75
Wastewater Rents 2006 January _—| $_—7,307.70 |[Postage
Cd
Si 489.40_
Wastewater Rents 2006 April ss {$__—9,936.35 |[Bond Principal
TSC
Wastewater Rents 2006 July | $16,342.63 |[Bond Interest
CT SCC
Wastewater Rents 2006-October__ |$_-22,265.87 |[Plant Upgrade
|
$41,794.79 |
Fins
SS (631.77 ||07 Encumbrance to2007s $17,445.63 |
Se
ce eT Le MAOTAU.| quae
eee
Transfer from Money Market___—| $_50,000.00 ||2006 Encumbrances
|
(ConnectionFees_
sd $28,980.00 [Plant Upgrade
Cs $20,025.00
$

5,925.49 ||Gas for Sewer Dept(Encumber to 2008

[Interest onWastewater NOW Account| $___1,240.17 ||Lease
Backhoes
$2,438.49
WastewaaMiccommmem FS) sueiizioo2|
Seamer
Reimb toSewer/Clarifier_
|} $=
|WastewaterConnections
| $28,980.00 |
Po
ee
a a
aaa
ee
psi
Total Expenditures 2007
| $377,679.65 |
$2381 66659) (et
SAR
A
pCi
Beginning Balance & Receipts | $_406,562.46 |
Expenses2007_—
|
SS C_—| |TotalExpenditures
$377,679.65
Wastewater Personnel
| $100,518.40 ||Sewer abatement paid
|
$4,079.85
Treasurer

= =~

{$750.00 | {Interfund Balance -Dec 31, 2007

Overt
|
$3,768.57 |
Additional Labor
Ss $267.00 ||TDBankNorth-Money Market
Jandocial supplics ane |S 4299.29 | ah
fe
General
Maintenances
$__—7,448.82 |
[Begin ing Balance
Mainline Maintenance
$5,907.49 |[Interest2007_
Cd
550.65] |Transfer To NOW

(eS
eae
Seemed Geral reed] '
I
Diese!
OS
3,127.82 i
$___2,470.05

alance December 31, 2007

24,802.96

173,107.88
$7,605.68
50,000.00

30,713.56

i

|:

TDBankNorth-Capitol Reserve
ing Balance
Interest 2007
Connection Fees
posit in Transit 2006

~

985.89
70.00

i
i
I
j
I

alance December 31, 2007

i
I
I
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2007 Wastewater Income and Expenditures

[$561.00||
|$__ 775.00 |
[$27,015.63|
}$
1,335.17 |)
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2007 Water Department Income and Expenses

anitorial Supplies

56,410.46
58,493.35

lead
$

FA eye:
ii
7 Encumbrance

362.70
11,661.71
26,190.00
4,809.34
5,175.83
3,190.11
569.00
41,653.00

onnections
Water Rents Interest
Well 6 Reimbursement
Now Interest

$

ehicles
b Supplies & Testing
odium Hydroxide
lorine
etroleum/Propane

367,654.39

.

.

.

ainline Maintenance

SIs1SiSis
7 Encumbrance
ervice Materials
ool/Misc
4)
ae
fart
ransfer

to Capitol Reserve

006 Encumbrances
ater Meter Plan Report

Meter Maintenance
Water Department Personnel

Overtime

99,972.94

$

4,409.14

.00
26,719.84
1,313.50

Gas for Water Dept
Encumber to 2007
ackhoe Payment
Miscellaneous
Purchases from Cap. Reserve
Water Connection Fees

Total Expenses 2007
pinning Bal.& Receipts
xpenses 2007
ater Abatements Paid
Hd

alance December 31, 2007

1,330.00
1,000.00 3 /BankNorth-Money
1,178.02 alance Jan 01,2007
1,500.00 Interest 2007
2,200.00
468.07

41,830.87
5,398.26
$

1,501.19

Market

Transfer from Appropriations
ransfer to NOW

2007 Water Department Income and Expenses
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2007 Conservation Commission Report
The Conservation Commission has spent 2007 working on management plans to help maintain and
manage the conservation properties owned by the Town. We finalized a management plan for the French
Property in 2007 and have begun management plans for the Dubois Property and the Town Forrest.
Management Plans describe conservation goals and allowed uses. The goals for our conservations lands
are to maintain wildlife habitats and soil productivity and protect water quality, scenic and recreational
qualities, unique or fragile natural areas, rare or endangered species and plant communities, and historical
and cultural features. We have begun to catalogue the other conservation properties owned by the town
and our existing conservation easements to ensure that they will also be monitored.
The Conservation Commission has been working very closely with Moose Mountain Regional
Greenways (MMRG) to develop a conservation plan for the Town. With the help of MMRG, we have
been identifying conservation goals and areas for future conservation easements/purchases that would
facilitate accomplishing those goals. With the help of MMRG, we have been developing a map of the
Town that would reflect our conservation plan.
The Conservation Commission continues to seek new members.
Wednesday of each month at 6pm. The public is welcome.

We currently meet on the third

Respectfully submitted,
Kristie Marqui
Conservation Commission Chairman

2007 Downtown & Business Committee Report
After a brief period of inactivity, the seven-member committee of the Farmington Downtown and
Business Committee are very busy.
One of the orders of business was to change the name of the committee from the Downtown
Committee to the Farmington Downtown and Business Committee in order to include all businesses in
Farmington rather than just the downtown area businesses.
This committee has been working diligently to produces a directory of town businesses, municipal
services, volunteer organizations, churches, ect. This has been a difficult task, using old lists with outdated (due to 911) addresses, and updating the new addresses and phone numbers.

The committee hosted their first informal social gathering for businesses with hopes to have more for
the purpose of sharing information, resources and determining what the business community expects and
needs from our committee.
Also in the works, is a plan to highlight businesses thorough our own channel 26. We are also
investigating the feasibility of having regular get-togethers with businesses to establish a working
membership to provide resources and information beneficial to the community.

We appreciate the community’s support thus far and encourage everyone to get involved in
Farmington’s future.
Respectfully submitted,
JoAnn Doke, Chairman
Members: Joan A. Funk, Deb Scanlon, John Fitch, Cindy Snowdon, Steve Durance, William Tsiros
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2007 Assessing Department Annual Report

In December of 2006, Judy Nichols retired after more than 20 years as Farmington’s Assessing
Clerk. At that time, I moved from 21 years in the Town Clerk/Tax office to take over Judy’s position.
2007 has been a learning experience for me. Although I see many of the same faces, I am dealing with
another side of the equation. I thank everyone who has helped to make this transition a smooth one.
There are over 3100 properties in town and I would encourage all property owners to stay aware of their
property assessments. The office continues to be open from 8:00 AM — 4:00 PM.

Several changes have taken place over the last year. Intents to Cut and Intents to Excavate are now
processed through this office and coordinated with the road agent. Billings for Yield and Excavation are

also done through this office. There is now a computer accessible
8:00AM — 5:00 PM. The computer was set up for the convenience of
we were able to use an old monitor and purchase a very inexpensive
printed or simply viewed whether I am in my office or not. Of course
you.

to the public that is available from
citizens, realtors, assessors, etc. and
printer. Property cards can now be
I will still be glad to print a card for

The Assessing Department is responsible for processing applications for any credits and exemptions. The
deadlines and criteria are as follows:

Veterans Exemptions — application deadline April 15"
Requires DD214 — must meet applicable dates of service
Elderly Exemptions - application deadline April 15"
Requires verification of income and asset guidelines
Abatement Application-application deadline March 1* following 2™ half tax bill
Please feel free to call or come by if you have questions regarding exemptions or credits, or if I can help
with any other questions you may have regarding your assessment.
Respectfully submitted,

v4

. xX

y,4

Bonnie L. Lauze
Assessing Clerk

A
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2007 Farmington Fire and Rescue Annual Report

The Farmington Fire Rescue had its busiest year ever by responding to 1192 total emergencies; 727
EMS calls and 465 Fire calls. These calls kept our part time and on call staff extremely busy.

The year saw many serious emergencies, including three large multiple alarm fires and several
single alarm fires. There were also several serious motor vehicle accidents throughout the year. There
were three life saving events this year including two cardiac arrests where people were shocked back to
life and one motorcycle accident victim whose life was saved because of our timely response and trained
personnel. Our staff, as always, handled these incidents with professionalism and dedication.
During the Town meeting of 2006, voters approved a new “Quint” Ladder Truck. The apparatus
arrived in June 2007 and went right to work with several calls. This vehicle can pump like a Fire Engine
and also has a 75-foot ladder. This dual-purpose vehicle is very useful in circumstances of limited
manpower responses.
With our one full-time, three part-time, and two Americorps positions, we are able to provide
twelve hours of daytime service from 6 am to 6 pm, 7 days a week. With a minimum of two people
available to staff an ambulance. The ambulance service generated $122,000 revenue this year — the most
ever!
The Fire Prevention Program has again exceeded all expectations by reaching 500 children. We also
hosted two Open Houses at the station, which surpassed a total attendance of 300 people.
The Fire Explorer Program is going strong with several young people, ages 14-18, who are learning
the careers of Fire Fighting and EMS. Early in 2008, we will have our first Explorer turn 18 and join the
Department as a regular member.

We are continuing to train our members. Several attended training for the Rapid Intervention
Team (RIT). This training is for that group of firefighters whose job is to “Rescue the Rescuers”. They
Stage at all large scale incidents and are available to the Incident Command should any Firefighter or crew
get lost in a burning building, or injured or trapped, or unable to get out.
Thank you to the Board of Selectmen and the entire community for their continued support. The
Farmington Fire-Rescue is ready to respond and protect the citizens of Farmington with all the resources
that we have at our command.
Respectfully submitted,

“Rastnoard dase
Richard Fowler, Jr., Fire Chief

*:

2007 Landfill Report
The recycling efforts by the Town of Farmington continued to be beneficial in terms of producing
additional non-property tax revenue and keeping waste out of the landfill. The Town of Farmington
recycled a total of 269.74 tons recycled materials and received $30,924.77 as follows:
Light iron
Aluminum cans
Cardboard
Steel cans

85.88 tons
4.46 tons
47.06tons
9.94 tons

$11,602.05
$5,333.54
bTne™ m8 J jdOn
$ 795.20

Mixed paper

100.55 tons

by

Plastic
Batteries

21.17 tons
0.68 tons

$ 7,658.18
$
163.30

ah pad

The Town of Farmington continued a disposal/recycling component in 2007 for miscellaneous
demolition debris and bulk waste items. The purpose for the additional disposal fees was to continue to
generate revenue to be placed into a reserve fund to be put towards the landfill closure. The volume of
miscellaneous debris/bulky waste items supercedes the disposal volume of residential trash. Thus, the
volume of the Town of Farmington’s landfill was diminishing and revenue for the Landfill closure was
not.
In 2007, NHDES passed a law mandating the recycling of TV’s, monitors, fluorescent bulbs and other
miscellaneous electronic equipment. These items have been determined to contain known hazards, which
can influence groundwater quality. The Town’s continued efforts to recycle various elements and
components other than municipal solid waste will not only benefit the Town (life of landfill), but also the
environment.
There will be a Household Hazardous Waste Day in May of 2008. Announcements of the actual date
will be forthcoming. Residents are encouraged to continue recycling and using Household Hazardous
Waste Day to keep harmful chemicals out of the landfill. The Town of Farmington has the only current
active unlined landfill in the Sate of New Hampshire, which is a substantial savings to the Town of
Farmington. Continued efforts to keep hazardous waste out of the Landfill will only help to prolong the

life expectancy of the Landfill.
The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services has extended the Landfill closure
deadline to year 2010 with the contingency that the groundwater quality around the landfill does not
worsen. The Department continued to work to meet the operational permit requirements. Maintenance to
the slopes of the Landfill was performed. The slopes of the Landfill were shaped and graded to an
approximate 3:1 slope and stabilized with topsoil and seed to minimize erosion. The hope is to extend the
operational life of the Landfill beyond 2010 subject to groundwater quality contamination levels.
The cooperation of the citizens of Farmington is vital. Please do not put any chemicals in your
household waste, which may leak into the groundwater and affect the operational use of the Town's
Landfill. Store your chemicals and utilize the Household Hazardous Waste Day for the disposal.

Respectfully submitted,
Joel C. Moulton
Director,
Bublic Works
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2007 Parks & Recreation Annual Report

To the Citizens,

Families and Children of Farmington,

2007 was a year of transformation for the Parks and Recreation Department. The entire department
had a complete shift of personnel. The current full-time staff includes-Donald Gagnon-Director, Assistant
Director-Brian Deveau, Program Supervisor-Carla Smith and a new part-time position with a familiar
face of Kellie Chase taking on and expanding senior programs. We also have many dedicated Part-Time
and seasonal employees as well as a number of volunteers that help to make our programs such a great
success.
The future looks bright for the Farmington Parks and Recreation Department and we all are
looking forward to the upcoming year.
The Parks and Recreation Department celebrated its 26" Annual Hay Day this year. Hay Day has
turned into a weekend long celebration with both adult and children’s entertainment on Friday evening
followed by fireworks and an action packed Saturday schedule ending with the annual bed race. You
can’t forget the Pancake Breakfast on Sunday morning sponsored by the Farmington Fire Department.
Hay Day has turned into the summer family event. We all look forward to seeing all the families this
summer for the 27" Annual Hay Day.
Another special event that has become very popular is the Family Nights at Fernald Park. With six
weeks of entertainment on every Wednesday during the summer at Fernald Park this FREE program was
packed with onlookers and gave families the opportunities to have an evening full of fun activities. We
are already planning for 2008 and we hope to see you there.

The 4" Annual Daddy Daughter Dance was a sell out once again and we would like to thank all the

families for attending. We also had the Mom and Son Dino Adventure Event which was a big hit as
well. All the Easter eggs were found at our yearly Flashlight Egg Hunt, with over 250 participant’s vying
for the prize of who found the most eggs. The Breakfast with Santa which included pancakes, bacon,
juice and yes a chance to sit on Santa’s lap was a headlining event for us this year.
The Senior Programs were filled with everything from Bargain Shopping to Alpine Summit
Adventure to the ever popular BINGO to visiting Museums. With senior programs growing, we can look
back and see that seniors where busier than ever with no slowing down in sight. Thank you to all the
seniors for participating in our programs and you can look forward to more activities to come.
We had another great summer at the Parks and Recreation Department. Our four main summer
camp programs grades 1-3 and 4-7 both an eight-week Summer Camp and the grade 6-10 Teen Trip
Program, and Planet Playground. This program was an 8-week program offered to children who are 3, 4
and 5 year olds. Planet Playground is a part-time morning program that offered parents, a part-time
option for their child to be active, socialize and have fun. All of these great programs were filled quickly
and we are looking at reorganizing the summer to serve as many participants as possible for 2008.

The After School Program for grades 1-5 continues to be popular with parents and students. This
program runs the entire school year and is currently full with 30 children enrolled in the program. We are
looking to expand this program to 40 children in 2008. Participants are currently picked up at the school
by Recreation staff members and brought to the Town Hall to participate in a variety of games, sports,
crafts and special activities. This program is offered every year and registration takes place in May. In
addition to the After School Program we run many different activities after school for students in grades
K-8. Some of the programs offered in 2007 included arts and crafts, basketball, special holiday themed
classes, cooking, sewing and many other programs open to students during non-school hours.
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2007 Parks & Recreation Annual Report
It was another sell out for the second major production of the Nutcracker and it again brought many
different people to Farmington.
The show again was presented by Boston Dance Company in
collaboration with Edra Toth Academy of Dance and Music.
A couple of things to look forward to will be a new program registration policy, a new registration
desk at the recreation office, new computer receipt for customers, new e-mail addresses for all department
employees for easier communication, new program information center at the rec. office, be sure to look
for NEW programs such as rock climbing, canoeing, white water rafting, hiking, and different camps for
the summer. Also we are excited that through fundraising events we will hopefully be able to start the
Community Computer Room as soon as possible.
With the close of 2007 and into 2008 the Farmington Parks and Recreation Department faces some
challenges. The first being transportation, which is an ongoing issue that will have to be addressed so we
can continue to do trips and make our programs accessible to as many Farmington Residents in the safest
way possible. The department programs are growing and the demand on our current fleet of vehicles in
combination with the age, condition and insurances issues of our 15 passenger van has forced us to
explore every avenue to curb this challenge. Another challenge is programming targeted towards the
older teen population. Our department will look at as many activities and programs as possible to see
how we can attract this population group and give our older teens some activities to keep them busy.
In closing, the Parks and Recreation Department would like to thank the Board of Selectman, Fire,
Police, Public Works and Water Departments for their continued support of our programs, all of our
sponsors, the Library, Preservation Guild, Puddledock Press, Ed Mullen and Channel 26 Community
Television, 500 Boys and Girls Club, Farmington School Department and Bus Transportation and to all
Farmington Residents and especially to those who sign up for programs early so we do not have to cancel
them.

This department’s staff is already hard at work planning the upcoming event. Please be sure to look
for our NEW 2008 SPRING/SUMMER full color brochure which will go to every Farmington Resident
in the mail and it will contain important Parks and Recreation information as well as other community
information.
Respectfully yours")

ee

From th
ire
and
Recreation Department staff and
Donald R. Gagnon
Director, Farmington Parks and Recreation Department
“Building Community with Recreation”
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2007 Department of Planning & Community Development
Annual Report
The Department was without a full-time Planning Director throughout much of 2007 and utilized the
contract services of the Strafford Regional Planning Commission’s Senior Land Use Planner, Julie
LaBranche, for the review and oversight of projects and applications before the Planning Board and the
Zoning Board of Adjustment. While the lack of a full-time planner had an effect of the Department’s
productivity, these contract services, and the hard work of Town staff, allowed the Department to
adequately provide timely, efficient and consistent service to residents and others seeking assistance.
The following table illustrates building activity in Farmington for 2007:

Additions
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*Planning Board fees do not include Site Plan Review fees

The average value (structure only) of a new stick built residential unit in 2007 was $128,185 while the
average value (structure only) of a new manufactured housing unit was $67,884.

In addition to the completed projects noted above, 26 Certificates of Occupancy were issued for projects
begun prior to 2007.
The Department has also begun an aggressive enforcement campaign in response to citizen complaints
about junk cars, trash, and unsafe/unhealthy housing conditions.
Over the course of the year the
Department has investigated 72 complaints, and is working with both property owners and the Town
Attorney to resolve code violations in a timely manner.
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2007 Planning Board Annual Report
The Farmington Planning Board consists of seven (7) regular members and three (3) alternates appointed

by the Board of Selectmen to develop appropriate tools for the management of growth and development
in the community.

In 2007, the Planning Board reviewed and approved 7 subdivision applications creating 36 new lots. 6
subdivision applications were splits creating 1, 2 or 3 new parcels, while | subdivision, Governor’s Road,
created 23 new lots. Also in 2007 the Planning Board conducted 14 Site Plan reviews for commercial
projects.
The anticipated completion of the Farmington Master Plan in 2005 was delayed due to difficulties with
staff turnover and attrition of Board members in 2005 and 2006. However, the Master Plan was
completed in draft form and forwarded for a scheduled Public Hearing and adoption for January 22, 2008,
with an anticipated adoption by March of 2008. The Master Plan identifies long-term goals and policies
for the Planning Board and town Officials to follow in directing growth and development in the town.
Citizens interested in the future of Farmington are encouraged to participate as the Planning Board
undertakes a critical review of ordinances and regulations designed to achieve the vision expressed in the
Master Plan.

2007 Zoning Board of Adjustment Annual Report
The Zoning Board of Adjustment, also appointed by the Board of Selectmen, hears appeals of
administrative decisions of the Zoning Administrator/Code Enforcement Officer, considers variances to
the Zoning Ordinance, and decides on applications for Special Exception where allowed by the Zoning
Ordinance. In all cases, the ZBA acts in a quasi-judicial capacity, ruling on the merits of each case
coming before it to ensure that the zoning ordinance is applied fairly and equitably to all property and
property owners. In 2007 the ZBA met 11 times and heard 9 requests for variances, granting 5, and
denying 4 applications. The ZBA also considered | application for Special Exception, which was denied,
and heard 2 applications for Exception of Dimensional Requirements, granting 1 and denying 1.

The Zoning Board of Adjustment fulfills an important community function, and residents interested in
community service are encouraged to contact the Department of Planning and Community Development
to find out how they can participate.

Respectfully submitted,

Daniel J. Merhalski
Director
Planning and Community
Development

Charlie King
Chairman
Planning Board

Elmer W. Barron, II
Chairman
Zoning Board of Adjustment
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2007 Police Department Annual Report
In 2007 the Farmington Police Department repeatedly demonstrated its ability to perform
beyond the call of duty. In addition, the department saw an increased opportunity to collaborate
with other public safety agencies and private entities. These collaborations are a continuation of a
series of steps that the department has undertaken to provide the best police service to the
community.
Last year was one
in 2007 and arrests
of the department.
Further, 174 arrests

of most active years in the department’s history. Offenses rose by 19.5%
increased by 5.5%. Officers made 726 arrests, the most arrests in the history
Of the 726 arrests, 174 were for felony offenses, a 12% increase over 2006.
were juveniles, a 21% increase over 2006.

The department was involved in a number of crimes that received local and regional
attention.
TD Banknorth was robbed; two teenagers vandalized over $100,000 worth of
gravestones at the Pine Grove Cemetery; 2 teens broke into and stole items from 20 cars; and a
suicidal suspect required the utilization of the regional tactical team. In each case, officers
worked tirelessly and solved those crimes within 24-72 hours. These cases demonstrated
officers’ commitment to the community and ability to produce high quality police work under
sometimes less than ideal circumstances.
In December, three officers from the department, with the assistance of Farmington Fire
Department EMS, saved a person who was experiencing a life threatening medical condition at
the Town Hall. Due to the officers’ quick and decisive actions, including the application of a
defibrillator, the person’s life was saved. The department wishes to recognize Sgt. Scott
Ferguson, Cpl. Michael McNeil and Officer Scott Orlando for their actions.

Officers were selected to take part in the new Strafford County Regional Tactical
Operations Unit in 2007. Sgt. Scott Ferguson and Officer Ken Tilley joined the team just in
time for the stand off in Rochester. The additional training opportunities have already provided
great dividends to the department and the community during the stand off in early January 2008.
The officers are being outfitted using drug forfeiture money that the department received in 2007.
This allows us to equip officers without any impact to the taxpayers.
In 2007, the department implemented the first stage of its Crime Free Rental Housing
Initiative. This program has resulted in a greater communication between landlords and the
police department. Tenants are being held responsible for actions that occur at the property and
reported crimes at rental properties are decreasing. The next stage will include education of
landlords with the final stage being an increased and uniform housing standard for rental
properties.

SRO Crone continues to work in the schools and create a bond between the students and
the community. Officer Crone took on the role of the Police Explorer advisor. He, with the
assistance of Officer Steve Gahan of the Milton Police Department, is currently educating a
dozen students from Farmington, Milton and Middleton about police work and the criminal
justice system. Officer Crone will also be teaching the DARE program in the middle school in
February after a 5 year absence.
In 2006, the department added a K-9, a German Shepherd named Conner.

In 2007, Conner

was certified by USPCA in obedience, apprehension, and building searches after just 8 months of
training. In November, Chief Roberge and Conner were dispatched to a call for a lost hunter in
the woods near Route 11. During the search, the hunter was safely located by Conner and
escorted out of the woods.
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2007 Police Department Annual Report
During 2007, the department took an aggressive stance toward the availability of alcohol to
minors. Through grant funding, and at no cost to the taxpayer, the department conducted DWI
patrols; undercover purchases at stores, restaurants and bars; and surveillance of establishments
selling alcohol to insure they are in compliance with the law.
The department hired our new, part-time Animal Control Officer Megan Welch. Since this
position now worked consistently on a 5 day a week basis, we were able to reduce the number of
unlicensed dogs from over 120 to 0. Further, through increased enforcement efforts, ACO Welch
generated an additional $2,200.00 in revenue to help offset of the cost of the position. ACO
Welch also coordinated a microchip clinic and obtained a microchip scanner to assist in quickly
returning lost pets.
As I discussed in previous Annual Reports, the department continues to move forward with
its plan for a new facility because the current department suffers from a number of inadequacies.
The department lacks sufficient work space, interview space and storage space; the heating
system is uneven leaving some rooms hot while others are cold; there is no heat in the lobby and
the electrical system is not sufficient to run the pieces of equipment that are required in today’s
business environment. In addition, during the Mother’s Day flooding in 2006, the archive area
became flooded causing mold to grow. Employees now wear masks when retrieving reports from
that area. $10,000.00 was appropriated toward improvements to the current facility. It is only a
band-aid and will not address the underlying issues that require a new facility for the department.
In 2007, the department continued its tradition of giving back to the community. We again
conducted a fundraiser in January funneling the money back into organizations or programs for
the community. The fundraiser allowed us to donate money to the 500 Boys and Girls Club for
youth sports teams and the construction of the facility on Paulson Road; contributed to a
memorial for a deceased officer, distributed flashlights to improve the safety of trick or treaters,
and purchased Christmas lights for the downtown. We look forward to continuing to give back to
the community in 2008.

As we look forward to 2008, we are obtaining the SPOTS program in the cruisers so officers
will have information about drivers immediately thereby increasing the officer’s safety. We .
also are revamping policies and procedurés to insure the department complies with current
standards thereby reducing civil liability for the community and conducting a Citizen’s Academy.
As always, I encourage members of the community to provide feedback about the
performance of the department and its officers. This is your police department and we want to
provide the best service possible. In addition, you are the eyes and ears for the department. If
you have information about a crime and wish to remain anonymous, call the Crimeline at 7559797.

Respectfully Submitted,

E R. Roberge
Chief of Police
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2007 Public Works Department Annual Report

In 2007, the Public Works Department purchased a new excavator, which has enhanced our ability to
perform maintenance to the Town roadways, landfill slopes, earthen levee, and mining of suitable soil
materials for reconstruction and repairs to the Town roads and infrastructure.
Winter maintenance continues to be a major focus for the Public Works Department. The Town
maintains 88 miles of roadway by plowing, sanding, and salting.
In April we experienced several days of heavy rains, which devastated several area communities for
the third time within an 18-month period. The rains were better described as the Patriot Day Flood of
2007 and were once again comparable to a 100-year storm event. At the height of the storm, numerous
roadways were closed due to heavy flood damage. The department was able to make all the damaged
roadways safely passable for vehicular traffic within 3 days. As a result of the storm the Town made some
major improvements to some of the continued problem drainage areas. The department spent the
remainder of the spring, summer and fall months repairing damage caused by the Patriots Day Flood. The
department applied for and received financial assistance from FEMA (Federal Emergency Management
Assistance) under a declaration of disaster.

Drainage improvements continue to be a major focus for the department. Improving drainage will
better prepare the Town for heavy tropical rains and help to stabilize the Towns network of roads.

In an effort to recover from the April flood, the department continued to enhance the stability and
shape of the roads for safer travel. The department also continued to perform the general roadway
maintenance requirements. The striping of rural roads and painting of crosswalks improved vehicle and
pedestrian safety.
The department repaired and replaced four of the Towns eleven bridges. Repairs were performed on
Bay Road, River Road and Sheepboro Road Bridges, while the Ten Rod Road Bridge was replaced using
20% Town funding and 80% State NHDOT funding under the Bridge Aid Program. The Town has four
other bridges in desperate need of replacement. With voter support, the department will continue to repair,
maintain and replace the Towns network of bridges. Utilizing the NHDOT Bridge Aid Program to assist
the Town with the cost share for bridge replacement is definitely a cost savings to the Town.

The department continues to provide repair and inspection of the entire Town fleet of vehicles
throughout the year. The department looks to aggressively improve the Towns network of roadways,
bridges, sidewalks and drainage infrastructure. A significant amount of transportation improvements are
needed throughout the town. We look to continuously be aggressive in our efforts to better improve the
towns transportation system. We seek voter support to give the department the necessary funding and
tools to do our job efficiently.
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Town Clerk-Tax Collector
2007 Report

The Office of Town Clerk-Tax Collector took in a record $12,438,026.40 in revenues in 2006! 3032
property tax bills were issued in the amount of $7,936,859.00. Motor Vehicle registrations brought in
over $900,000. We have been doing debit transactions over the counter for property tax, utility billing
and the town’s portion of motor vehicle registrations for over a year now. This was accomplished at no
cost to the Town of Farmington. The year’s warrant contains an article allowing us to do credit card
transactions over the internet for property taxes and utility billings. We are also looking at a company
that will provide over the counter credit card transactions at no cost to the taxpayers.

The Office of Town Clerk-Tax Collector went on-line with the MAAP (Municipal Agent Automation
Project) program for automobile registrations in May of 2007. We have increased the base of vehicles
that we are able to process fully and, thus, increased revenues to the town through this project.
Election of town and school officers is Tuesday, March 11 from 8:00AM — 7:00PM in the Town Hall
Gymnasium.
Town Meeting is Wednesday, March 12 at 7:00PM in the Town Hall Gymnasium.
Remember, the town voted to adopt SB2 for the form of voting on the School District budget. The
School District Meeting deliberative session was February 7th at 7:00PM at Farmington High School.
The results of the deliberative session will be on the ballot on March 11. Be there and make your vote
count.

Remember there are two other elections this year. September 9, 2008 is the State Primary for
Governor, State Representatives and County Officials. November 4, 2008 is the National General
Election Day where we elect our President as well as Governor, State Representatives and County
Officials.

Dog licenses are available. Remember your dog’s current licenses expire on April 30, 2008. After June
lst a penalty of $1.00/month is added to unlicensed dogs.
Nora Varney has joined
program and will soon
Initiative) and ElectioNet
position. We are pleased

our office as a part-time clerk.
attend certification programs
(Voter Registration Software)
to have her join us as we grow

She has quickly become certified in the MAAP
for NHVRIN (New Hampshire Vital Records
to allow her for fully serve the public in her new
and continue to move forward.

Remember we are open on Thursdays from 8:30AM to 7:00PM, but close on Fridays at 12:30PM.
This has worked well to provide customers with after work hours to come in and conduct their business.

Respectfully submitted

Kali
Kathy L.

|

nh. ee
Seaver, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
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2007 Water Department Annual Report
The Water Department currently operates three gravel packed wells and combined they
averaged 330,000gallons pumped per day. We mailed the annual Water Quality Report to all
customers describing the quality of drinking water they are receiving as well as some mandatory
health effects language required by EPA related to drinking water issues. We hope everyone had
an opportunity to look at this report. If you need a copy or if you have any questions concerning
your drinking water, or would like to tour the facilities, please call the water Department at 7554883.

The Water Distribution Master Plan has been completed. This plan evaluates our water
sources, tank storage and distribution piping. This report had specific recommendations and will
help guide the Board of Selectmen in future Capital improvement decisions.
We still continue to chlorinate our drinking water. The chlorine residual is more consistent
throughout the distribution system so we have been able to lower the chlorine dose at the wells.
Our goal is to be able to maintain a consistent 0.25 ppm chlorine residual throughout the system.
The 1.0 million gallon storage tank was repaired this fall. There was some minor seepage
coming from one or more vertical slots where the concrete panels are joined. The company
drained, cleaned and repaired these slots and restored the outside of the tank. The tank is 25
years old and will be good for another 25 years.
We have been replacing at least one worn out main gate valve on an annual basis and have
started replacing one old hydrant per year in order to improve the distribution system.

2007 Wastewater Department Annual Report
The Wastewater Treatment Facility continues to operate very well despite high flows and
aging equipment. The Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) average removal efficiency is
92.8% and the Total Suspended Solids (TSS) average removal efficiency is 95.2%. These are
well above the required minimum of 85% removal. The wastewater flows averaged 323,350
gallons per day. The flows for the past three years have been over or at design flow due to
excessive infiltration and inflow (I&I) to the Plant. This clean water comes from illegal sump
pumps, cracked sewer mains, leaking manhole frames, and general deterioration of the pipe
joints. We have removed some sump pumps and conducted an I&I program to determine where
the problem areas are. This will allow us to target specific areas for future rehabilitation.
The facility was constructed in 1976 and we continue to operate and maintain most of the
original equipment. We are currently working on a facility upgrade.
The new NPDES permit was received in July 2007 and requires effluent quality standards for
total phosphorous and total copper that the plant was not designed to meet.

We are currently evaluating the option to stop discharge into the Cocheco River and switch
to a land based discharge. The preliminary results are very favorable. We will continue to
evaluate that option“in 2008, while continuing with the facility design. If anyone has any
questions or would like a tour of the facility, please call 755-4884.
ey ly aSubmitted,

Water & Wastewater Superintendent
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2007 Welfare Annual Report

The Town has a basic legal duty to administer welfare as described in RSA 165:1-I, which
says: “Whenever a person in any town is poor and unable to support himself, he shall be relieved
and maintained by the overseers of public welfare of such town ...”. Our welfare program
follows the Town of Farmington Welfare Guidelines, which are drawn from the Model
Guidelines written by the New Hampshire Municipal Association in conjunction with the New
Hampshire Welfare Administrators Association.
The year 2007 in welfare administration has been a busy one. Welfare Director, Yvette
Martin left in June of 2007. I started as Welfare Director the beginning of August and Megan
Taylor-Fetter has continued to serve as Deputy Welfare Director.

Due to large increases in the cost of rent in the area, as well as the large increase in home
heating costs, there is still a strong need for welfare assistance in Farmington. Unfortunately, if
home heating costs increase (as many predict) this need will only increase.
The amount budgeted for 2007 was $85,000.00. Out of that $85,000.00, $50,964.68 was used

for welfare assistance, leaving $34,035.32 remaining. However, as stated before, despite the fact
that we are under budget for 2007, 2008 will most likely lead to an increase in the number of
people seeking assistance.

The following statistics show expenditures for 2007:
Rents
Fuel
Electricity
Motels
Shelters
Food
Burials
Bus passes
Home repairs
Misc.
Subtotal
Prescriptions/Medical

$32,309.20
$5,953.78
$5,010.92
$2,875.00
$939.40
$588.81
$0
$174.00
$31.78
$1192.85
$49,075.34
$1,889.34

Total expenditures:

$50,964.68

Reimbursements

-$2,169.48

Balance in Account

34,035.32
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Teds. Rowe
Respectfully Submitted,
Tara S. Pierce
Welfare Director
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Farmington 500 Boys and Girls Club
P.O. Box 404
Farmington, NH 03835

Let me start by saying “thank you” to the people of Farmington, Town
Officials for all the support we have received throughout the past year.

Agencies and

As the community has grown, so has the increase in enrollment of youth in the sporting
events our organization offers, We continue to offer Cal Ripken baseball, Babe Ruth and senior

Babe Ruth baseball, softball, soccer, basketball, volleyball; along with numerous travel and AAU
teams to benefit boys and girls from ages 4 through 19.
The future of sports is bright in this community and along with the increase in numbers is the
realization that the need for additional playing fields is necessary. Throughout the year of 2007
we have completed the following: construction of the soccer field and the main concession
building at the Paulson Road facility; constructed a tee ball field, painted and re-roofed the main
club house and built a scorer’s tower at the summer Street Facility; and constructed a scorer’s
tower on the high school baseball field. All of this was achieved in great part by the involvement
and support of the Town of Farmington Officials and employees, private contractors, Board members, volunteers and numerous businesses.

The goals set for 2008 at the Paulson Road facility are to begin construction on “Corey’s Field
House”, a dream that Corey McGuigan is working on in conjunction with the 500. This building
will house a year round indoor batting facility as well as an indoor gymnasium. We hope to
begin construction of the Babe Ruth Senior Babe Ruth baseball field as well as the softball field.

At our Summer Street facility we are in Phase 1 of our lighting project, which will put lights
on the second baseball/softball, field and work on the T-ball and rookie fields are under way.
2008 should prove to be another exciting year for our organization.

Again, thank you Farmington for your continued support!
Yours truly,
The Board Members of Farmington 500 Boys and Girls Club
Dan Woodman, President

Jim Laclair, 1 Vice President
Craig Brunelle, 2™ Vice President
Bobbi Gibbs, Teasurer
Shane Tufts, Secreatry
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CHANCES
Children’s Alternatives and Non-Court Solutions
Catherine Howard- Executive Director Email: chancescathy@aol.com
359 Main Street~Suite 3~Farmington, NH 03835, Telephone (603) 755-3395/
Fax (603) 755-3355
Program Coordinator; Miranda Snow
Case Manager Demetrios Tsiros
2007 Town of Farmington Annual Report

CHANCES would like to take this opportunity to thank the Town of Farmington for investing in the children
of this town and generously supporting our agency in 2007. We sincerely appreciate your support and have
enjoyed working with the youth and families of Farmington. We believe that all children deserve a chance
and we are committed to providing prevention programs in addition to our intervention services. We have
done this successfully in the Town of Farmington during 2007 and look forward to providing additional
services to your town in 2008
CHANCES is dedicated to providing opportunities for youngsters who have broken the law to be responsible
for their actions without becoming further involved in the judicial system and to further court sanctions of
those who have become involved with the judicial system. The goal of the program is to significantly
increase the juvenile offender’s awareness of his/her inappropriate actions and reduce further incidents of
delinquency.

We operate from a restorative justice philosophy, based in reparation of harm to victims and community,
teaching competency skills through psycho educational programming and community service and reducing,
possibly obliterating, recidivism.
Our mission is accomplished by providing your town with the following services:

CHANCES provides prevention and intervention through psycho educational programs.
Our programs to the youth and families of Farmington include:
e Conflict Resolution and Skills for Managing Anger
Drug and Alcohol Prevention and Intervention programs
Y.E.S Shoplifters Intervention Program
Fire Setters Intervention
Tobacco Education
Staying Connected with Your Teens — Parenting Classes
Boys and Girls Life Skills Educational Groups
Homework Support with after-school activities
Monitored community services sites for your youth to be invested in this town
Trained family mediators provide mediation services for families which allow kids to stay in the
home, opens lines of communication and creates positive changes for all members of a household.
We have collaborated and shared resources with other organizations in the community to educate, increase
cooperation and provide support and services to assure the success of youth and families and to increase
community safety.

In 2007, we provided services to 112 Farmington youth and their families. These referrals came from
parents, schools, physicians, police department, DCYF, the Rochester District Court, and other agencies.
CHANCES is pleased to report to the Town of Farmington that we have a 93% success rate of a 7%
recidivism rate. This translates that of the 112 youth in the Town of Farmington referred to us, 104 youth
will not re-offend or commit a crime in your community.
lly submitted

Catherine Howard BS, CPS
Executive Director

2007 Community Preservation Guild Annual Report
The Guild is pleased to report on our accomplishments and the services we provided to Farmington in
2007. Our mission is to actively preserve and strengthen community by promoting the basic foundations of our
small town way of life. Our primary tools are to foster collaboration and cooperation to meet community goals.
Working cooperatively together means that the organizations that serve Farmington are able to innovatively
combine their talents and resources to create far greater impact than any one organization could alone.
Collaborative projects and accomplishments for 2007 include:
Safe Routes to School — established a committee to explore how to increase the number of students walking to
and from school. The project designed by the committee addressed parent and community safety concerns that
included: improving signage at major crossings, repairing sidewalks on the Tiger Trail, extending a walkway on
the school campus to separate students from traffic and safe walking and bicycling education. The Guild wrote
and secured a $69,500 grant on behalf of the town to carry out this project in 2008.
Explore for Grown-ups — the Guild continues to manage the Explore for Grown-ups adult education project on
behalf of the community which involves a high level of cooperation between the School Department, Goodwin
Library, Recreation Department, Adult Learning Center of Strafford County and many other partners. Residents
continue to express strong support and appreciation of this program that brings computer, parenting, health and
safety, adult basic education and a broad array of other community enrichment classes to the community.
Attendance continues to grow each year.
Youth and Family Roundtable — the Guild facilitates 10 meetings a year for organizations that serve youth and
families in Farmington. The meetings provide networking, information sharing and guest speakers and explore
ways members can work together. The Kick-off to Summer project was sparked by this group. Guest speakers
presented on topics such as volunteer programs, town welfare and helping homeless families.

Kick-off to Summer -— established a committee to discuss coordinating various summer programs in Farmington
and to address summer literacy. This committee accomplished putting together a very successful communitywide Kick-off to Summer event in June and vastly increased families’ access to books and reading programs
compared to prior summers.
Firehouse Museum Project — a new rubberized roof was installed on the one-story garage portion of the
firehouse to protect the town’s antique fire trucks. A community committee was established to guide the next
steps of this project. The Guild moved their office to the second floor of this building located at 9 Mechanic Street
where staff is better positioned to monitor the building.

2007 Honors — the Guild was invited to participate in a study about Rural Leadership conducted by the Carsey
Institute and the Endowment for Health. Staff received the 2007 Ounce of Prevention Award for outstanding
Leadership within the field of Family Prevention and Support.
,
The Guild Board of Directors and staff are grateful for the ongoing support and appreciation from the community
and look forward to serving the residents of Farmington throughout 2008.

Respectfully submitted,

t FAtrhr__
di Pauli
Executive Director

2007 Goodwin Library Annual Report

It was another busy year at the Goodwin Library. We added 834 adult books and 923 children’s
books to our shelves. With new audio books and videos we put a total of 1857 new items out for the
community to enjoy. The library also sponsored 126 programs with a total attendance of 3543. We
answered 4782 reference questions, borrowed 799 books through Inter-Library Loan, and loaned out 330
of our materials to other libraries. We had a record-setting 4347 people use our computer labs. The
library continues to participate in Explore for Grown-Ups, hosting Monday Morming GED classes and
other workshops.

Over the past few years, the Library has been tracking local use of the library. In 2007, 2225 town
residents (34% of the town population) have current library cards and these residents represent 92% of
our circulation totals. Both of these statistics are well above local and national averages. Congratulations
Farmington for using your library!
As operating costs have continued to rise, the Library has continued to be proactive in attempting to
control these costs. All technology purchases have been and continue to be Energy Star rated. As of
2006 the processing of all new materials is now done completely in-house, an average savings of $3.60
per item- a savings of $6685.00 just in 2007. This past year the library converted all the fluorescent
lighting fixtures from the older T12 size to the more efficient and longer lasting T8 bulbs and ballasts.
This will result in more than 40% savings on the lighting portion of our electric bill. As a result of our
painting project, all the older windows were re-pointed and re-glazed making them more weather tight.
We continue to maintain our two furnace systems so that they operate at peak efficiency. Even though we
are now continuously operating on two floors, we have maintained our fuel consumption at preconstruction levels.
By far our proudest moment for 2007 was the Library’s Summer Reading Program Kick-off. In an
unique collaboration with Valley View Community School, Farmington Recreation, 500 Boys & Girls’
Club, Chances, Farmington Day Care, Strafford County Head Start, and the Farmington Preservation
Guild, along with the help of Hannaford Supermarkets, Wal-Mart, and the Holy Rosary Credit Union, the
Summer Reading Program featured a community-wide cookout and magic show. Over 200 people visited
the500 Club’s brand new ball fields for great food and entertainment. The Library was awarded the
Humanities Council sponsored “Kids, Books, and Arts” grant and received many accolades from the New
Hampshire State Library for this innovative co-operative effort of town departments, local non-profit
agencies, and local businesses.

Remember to check our website at www.goodwinlibrary.com for updated information on new books,
programs and schedules. We also encourage members of the community to join the Friends of the
Goodwin Library. This non-profit organization provides continued support to the library by sponsoring
programs, funding special requests, and advocating for library services.

The Goodwin Library wishes to thank the Farmington Community for its continued support and
we look forward to providing the best library service and materials for all the community’s information
needs.

Respectfully Submitted

Deborah A. Christie,
Director, Goodwin Library

2007 Homemakers Health Center Report
Thanks to our partnership with the Town of Farmington over the past several years, The
Homemakers Health Services has successfully provided critical home health, home support and adult
medical day care services to those residents of Farmington who do not have the ability to pay for them.
Since 1974, our mission at The Homemakers has been to help older and disabled Strafford County
residents remain independent, in their own homes and out of nursing homes, by providing professional,
cost-effective, quality home health, home support and adult medical day care services.
Annually, our Agency provides nearly $3.5 million worth of home health, home support and adult
medical day care visits to elderly and disabled persons throughout the County. These visits include
skilled nursing, rehabilitative therapies, medical social work, home health aide, homemaker, adult inhome care, Alzheimer’s respite and adult medical day care services.
As health care professionals, we at The Homemakers are committed to providing these services to
all of those in needs, regardless of a person’s ability to pay. Over the past three years, The
Homemakers has provided an annual average of more than $211,590 worth of nonreimbursed home
health, home support and adult medical day care services.

Each year through our annual Charity Care fundraisers, The Homemakers has successfully raised
more than half of the cost for nonreimbursed services provided.
Despite our success with such events, the cost of providing services for which we are either not
reimbursed at all, or inadequately reimbursed by Medicare and Medicaid, continues to exceed the
amounts raised through these events, and it is a continuous struggle to carry these losses.
We look forward to continuing our partnership with the Town of Farmington to provide health care
services to those Farmington residents who cannot afford the cost of the vital health care services they
need to remain healthy and independent in their own homes.
During Fiscal Year 2007, The Homemakers:
e Provided 14,736 skilled health care visits throughout Strafford County, which included nursing,
rehabilitative therapies, medical social work and home health aid visits;
e Provided 24,082 home support visits, which included homemaker and in-home care provider
SEaPEvisits;
e Provided 44,929 hours of Adult Day Care for older and disabled person as well as respite for their
caregivers;
e Offered numerous community wellness programs including flu clinics, Alzheimer’s Educational
Seminars for Caregivers; monthly Strong Living, Aerobics of the Mind, Friend to Friend, free
Advance Directives seminars, facilitated a monthly Alzheimer’s Support Group and hosted a
weekly TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) chapter.
e Delivered more than 200 Holiday Food and Gift baskets to elderly and/or disabled people
throughout the county.
In recognition of The Homemakers dedication and contribution to the health of elderly persons in
our community, Citizens Bank New Hampshire and WMUR-TV named The Homemakers Health
Services as its 2007 first quarter Champion in Action in the area of Elder Support. The Champions in
Action program is designed to recognize and support non-profit organizations for their contributions to
New Hampshire communities.

In addition, the Agency was named to the 2007 HomeCare Elite, a compilation of the most successful
Medicare-certified home health care providers in the United States. This annual review identifies the top
25 percent of agencies, ranked by an analysis of performance measures in quality outcomes, quality
improvement and financial performance. The data used for this analysis is compiled from publicly
available information.
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2007 Northern Strafford County Health and Safety Council Annual Report
The Town of Farmington and the Northern Strafford County Health and Safety Council
celebrated its fourth year of public health partnership in 2007.

(NSCHSC)

Farmington Emergency Management Director and Health Officer, Ms. Deborah Lee, continued as the board
representative.
Her perspective and commitment to improve the health and wellbeing of Farmington
residents has been a tremendous asset to the board. We look forward to our continued partnership in 2008.
Emergency Preparedness and Planning
e Emergency personnel from Farmington were part of a multi-town team chosen to participate in a Center
for Disease Control

e

e

e

e

e

(CDC)

statewide exercise on April

13" and

14" which tested our Capacity to

distribute anti-viral medication to the general population during a public health emergency. A follow up
drill is planned for May 2008 in Farmington.
Received a 93% score from the CDC on our mass vaccination plan which will assist Farmington
residents should a disaster occur that requires broad vaccination or prophylaxis distribution.
Completed the regional public health response plan, risk communication and pandemic response plan for
avian flu pandemic and other public health emergencies. Awarded $32,000 Pandemic Planning grant for
regional work. Farmington is an active participant in this process.
Awarded $15,000 Citizen Corps Grant to continue the regional Northern Strafford County Regional
Citizens Reserve Corps. Farmington residents are encouraged to contact the NSCHSC at 335-0168 to
become a trained volunteer.
Awarded a Medical Reserve Corps grant to recruit trained and credentialed medical volunteers for
regional emergencies.
Provided Continuity of Operations training to regional partners to help sustain business operations after
an emergency.

Public Health Programs
e Awarded $18,000 from the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation to asses and explore possible
solutions for the teen health disparities in Northern Strafford County as compared to other regions of the
state. This grant will use teens, parents and providers to find solutions to the growing issues faced by the
youth in the region.
e Awarded $24,000 from the Endowment For Health and $20,000 from the United Way of the Greater
Seacoast to explore implementation of a volunteer physician program to address the issue of uninsured
residents and the lack of access to medical services. Access to health care for the uninsured in Strafford
County, as well as in the rest of the state, is a well-documented problem. Based on federal designations
of provider shortages, lack of insurance, and other barriers to utilization, Strafford County residents are
using our emergency departments for primary care and entering the system having delayed care.
e Continued Lead Action Coalition to examine lead level exposures in the region and the public health risk
for children.

NSCHSC looks forward to our continued partnership with Farmington and the region on public health
initiatives during 2008. We welcome feedback and increased participation in programs for the town and
region. For more information, please contact the organization at:

NSCHSCPO, Box 564Rochester, NH 03867Phone: 335-0168. Email bandrewsparker@nschsc.org
Submitted by:

Boy Cadun’ (ab
Betsey Andrews Parker, MPH, Executive Director
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2007 Sexual Assault Support Services Annual Report

Sexual Assault Support Services is dedicated to supporting victims/survivors in their effort to heal
from the trauma of sexual assault, childhood sexual abuse, and stalking while striving to prevent the
occurrence of sexual violence in local communities and in society at large.

The mission is accomplished by providing the following devices:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Confidential 24-hour toll free sexual assault crisis hotline
24-hour advocacy and support at police stations, hospital emergency rooms, the courts, and the
Child Advocacy Center
Support groups for rape survivors, sexual abuse survivors, parents, and others affected by sexual
violence
Professional training and consultation to police departments, hospitals, schools and others in the
community
Sexual abuse and sexual assault prevention education in the schools and the community
organizations for children, teens and parents
Sexual harassment workshops for the community
Information and referral services

CLIENT SERVICES
During the 2007 calendar year, SASS responded to 910 people, providing 7496 units of service through
hotline calls, accompaniments at hospitals, police departments and Child Advocacy Centers and the
provision and support groups.

EDUACATION PROGRAM
SASS educators had another busy year. SASS was able to present its range of age-based programs to a
total of 8116 students, 710 Teachers and over 1323 other adults. They spent nearly 567 hours in
Classrooms and often were able to present a series of programs to one classroom, which has been shown
to be especially effective in both gaining rapport with the students and getting our important message of
personal body safety across.
OUTREACH AND SPECIAL EVENTS
There were four major special events for SASS in 2006-2007. September 2006 saw
evening Cruise on the Piscataqua and in October we partnered with a Safe Place to host
Porchlight Luncheon. Our popular Beatlejuice concert was held in February and April
Walk-a-thon to the streets of Portsmouth. This year the walk also featured a “kids
youngest in our community could decorate a t-shirt.

SASS hosting an
the second annual
brought the SASS
table” where the

SASS was also represented at numerous community events: the Dover Coalition of Youth, Aids Response
of the Seacoast, UNH Justice Studies, Common Table at St. John’s Church, Market Square Day in
Portsmouth, and both attended and presented at a number of statewide conferences.
All of these programs were enhanced by the contributions from towns like Farmington, and we so
appreciate your participation in helping to keep Sexual Assault Support Services a vital agency.
Respectfully Submitted,
Diane Giese
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2007 Strafford County Community Action Annual Report

Farmington remains a town with residents who have used all their resources trying to provide for
their families and have serious difficulty paying for basic necessities like food, shelter, and medical care.
Many Farmington residents continue to pay more for rent and utilities than the federal government
says is affordable. Some pay more than half of their income for rent and utilities. Many fall behind on
their oil and electric bills, and many are unable to pay their full rent or mortgage at least once in the year.
The past year saw Fuel Assistance participation in Farmington up by 5%, Electric Assistance down
6%, Weatherization way up - 97% - and budget counseling up 14%.
Some Farmington households continued to lack access to adequate food at some point during the
year because they didn’t have enough money for groceries. Food pantry usage in Farmington was about
10% less, just as well in a year in which commodity food distribution was down 90% in Farmington.
(The NH Food Bank distributed 40,000 pounds less food than last year, causing shortages at food pantries
it supplies.)

In 2006 we had the “Mother’s Day Flood,” and in 2007 we had the “April Fool’s Flood.”’ Once
again, SCCAC worked with the N.H. Department of Safety and the Bureau of Emergency Management to
provide relief to flood-affected households, to include 8 families in Farmington.
Slightly fewer residents required the assistance of the Homeless Outreach/Intervention program,
but Strafford County has seen a significant increase in the amount of property foreclosures, most in
Rochester, but homeowners in Farmington have also received foreclosure notices, 6 by mid-November,
and there may be more to come.
Poverty has remained stubbornly high. In a community in which more than 25% of households are
single parent households, and which has a problematic high school drop out rate, poverty likely will only
increase further if the economy goes into a slowdown or recession in 2008.

We believe, however, that by providing helping hands together to work on programs of mutual
concern, there is no obstacle we cannot overcome to protect vulnerable Farmington households.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard Hayes
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Executive Director
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Strafford Regional Planning Commission 2007 Report
Strafford Regional Planning Commission (SRPC), a political subdivision of the State of New Hampshire,
serves in an advisory role to the Town of Farmington and seventeen other member communities. We.provide

professional planning services to help officials, boards and citizens manage growth and to facilitate regional
collaborative efforts.
SRPC’s professional staff offers a range
natural resources, downtown revitalization,
These services are available in customized
foundation of communities. Our member
resources including our website, workshops

of planning services in transportation; land use, conservation,
and geographic information systems (GIS) mapping and analysis.
modes to meet the diverse needs of the volunteers who are the
communities also have access to additional SRPC educational
and forums, and personalized training.

SRPC conducted the following projects and initiatives for Farmington in 2007:
Provided contract services as Town Planner, reviewing subdivision and site plan applications,
updating the subdivision/site plan regulations, site plan application and checklist, and preparing draft
language for zoning changes.
Served on interview committee for Director of Planning and Community Development.
Met with Economic Development Committee on access and development issues within Sarah
Greenfield Business Park.
Provided GIS mapping services to Town staff and the Conservation Commission, and compiled a
comprehensive GIS data CD for the Director of Planning and Community Development.
Created a comprehensive GIS land use data layer, identifying categories of land use in town.
Provided assistance with successful Safe Routes to School Grant application.
SRPC also provided the following services to Farmington and other municipalities in 2007 including:
Established a Regional Impact Committee, which reviewed three developments determined by local
Planning Boards to have potential regional impact.
Coordinated communities’ responses to the NH Ten Year Transportation Plan.
Hosted a Riparian Buffer Workshop to help communities protect water quality.
Updated the Regional Travel Demand Model for traffic modeling and air quality conformity.
Prepared Model Drinking Water for Protection of Surface Water Supply Areas Ordinance as part of the
Innovative Land Use Planning Techniques.
http://www.des.state.nh.us/REPP/ilupth/20070805_drinking_water_supply.doc
Distributed New Hampshire Planning and Land Use Regulation books to all local land use boards.
We look forward to working with the citizens and officials of Farmington in 2008. Thank you for the
Opportunity to serve you and for your continuing support of regional planning. Further questions or
comments can be referred to Cynthia Copeland, AICP, Executive Director at cjc@strafford.org. Please visit

our website at www.strafford.org.
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2007 Rochester District VNA Annual Report
Rochester District VNA (Your VNA) continues to serve as your home health agency providing
skilled nursing, rehabilitative therapies, medical social work, licensed nursing assistance and supportive
services On an intermittent basis throughout your community. The acuity of our patients is constantly
increasing. Many patients need IV therapy, enteral feedings, therapy after knee/hip replacements and
complicated wound dressings. We are proud to provide you with highly skilled clinicians ready to meet
the demand.
Our Medicare reimbursement has been reduced by 11.9% in the past two years with additional
reductions planned for the next four years. Skilled service provided under Medicaid is reimbursed by the
state at less than half the cost to provide it. Our numbers of uninsured individuals receiving care
increases each year. Your support of these services is crucial to people in need of skilled nursing and
therapy care.
It is vitally important in this election year that everyone is aware of the importance of the health
care issue. Adequate funding for home care is critical in keeping patients in their home, the most costeffective and preferred place to receive care.
We provide support services including: homemakers, personal care attendants and in-home companions
paid by Title XX and Strafford County funding as well as privately paid services. These services allow
individuals requiring minimal support to remain safely in their homes at the lowest possible cost.

We have improved our utilization of electronic charts resulting in the following: improved clinical
efficiency and accuracy of documentation, flow of data to appropriate disciplines at the time most needed,
ease of viewing historical data, improved coordination of care, decreased man hours with less manual
paper processes and a reduction of errors. Telehealth use continues to increase. The results of daily
monitoring of our most seriously ill patients helps prevent additional visits to the emergency room
through early interventions.

We have added a service this fall. We opened an Adult Day Center at our office, 178 Farmington
Road, Rochester. This provides care, activities, socialization and medical monitoring of adults who are
not safe to be home alone. The Center is open Monday-Friday from 8a.m.-5p.m. and is handicapped
accessible.
Our biggest and most critical challenge is being dependent on the
revenue. We are unable to set reimbursement rates. We are dependent
regardless of the cost to provide the care. Therefore, your continued
Visiting Nurse Association (Your VNA) is vitally important in meeting
community.

government for 85% of our
on what the government pays
support of Rochester District
the many health needs in your

Farmington — 11 months #’s annualized
Total

# of Home Care patients - 130

visits by Service:

Skilled Nursing
Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Speech Therapy

Medical Social Work

1953
477
213
16
44

LNA (nursing assistant) 2023

Homemaking
1050
Companion
20
Perinatal visits
31
Adult Health — 36 office visits —8 pts

admitted by payment source
Medicare
74
Medicaid
14
HCBC
3
Insurance
37

No ins/self pay

2

# of Support Services — 28 pts

Title XX and County
HCBC
II-B
Private Pay

# of Visits
3248
175
411
770

4
# of Visits

315
735
117
20

Submitted by: Linda Hotchkiss RN, MHSA, Executive Director
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2007 Town Meeting Minutes
March 14, 2007
The Farmington Boy Scout troop presented the flags and led us in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Moderator, Emmanual Krasner opened the meeting at 7:10PM. He read the results of the voting on
March 13" for both town and school. We then proceeded to Articles 5 and 6.
Article 1.
To choose two Selectman for three years; one Selectman for one year; one Town Clerk-Tax Collector
for three years; one Treasurer for one year; one Trustee of the Trust Funds for three years; one Trustee
of the Trust Funds for two years; one Trustee of the Trust Funds for one year; three Budget Committee
positions for three years; two Budget Committee positions for one year and one Supervisor of the
Checklist for three years. (Official Ballot)

Article 2.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board as follows: Insert into Section 1:14 definitions for “Clubs or Lodges’, Heavy
Equipment Sales”, and “Wind Generators”.

(Official Ballot)

Article 3.
To see if the town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board as follows: Make extensive changes to the Table of Permitted Uses that will revise
which uses are permitted as a matter of right, which uses are permitted with review, which uses require
a special exception, and which uses are not permitted in certain districts. (Official Ballot)

Article 4.
To see if the town will vote to amend the Town of Farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen as follows:

Amend Table 2.04(B)-space and Bulk Standards-Urban Residential

District to decrease permitted density where the lot is connected to both town water and wastewater
from one dwelling unit per 5,000 square feet to one dwelling unit per 10,000 square feet. The
Planning Board recommends this article. (Official Ballot)

Article 5.
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the provisions of RSA 31:95-c to restrict 100% of revenues
from the collection of fees assessed to septage haulers who dispose of septage at the Farmington
septage lagoons to expenditures for the purpose of operating and constructing new septage lagoons or
other disposal alternatives and to defray any closure and post closure monitoring costs of the septage
lagoons. The balance in the fund is $0.00. (Ballot Vote Required)
Article 6.
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the provisions of RSA 31:95-c to restrict 100% of revenues
from the collection of Fire Inspection Fees to expenditures for the purpose of funding the position of
Fire Inspector. The balance in the fund is $0.00. (Ballot Vote Required)
Emmanual Krasner, Moderator read articles 5 & 6. Arthur Capello made a motion to have the voting
open for one hour, seconded by Rich Cilley. Mike Morin moved to take Articles 5 & 6 together,
seconded by Paul Parker. Manny explained the procedure. There was no discussion and the motion
was approved by a show of cards vote. Mike Morin made a motion to approve Articles 5 as written.
This motion was duly seconded. Manny questioned why these accounts are empty and why they are
being closed. It was explained that we no longer accept septage into the lagoons, therefore there is no
income from that. A motion to approve Article 6 was made by Paul Parker, seconded by Mike Morin.
Manny asked same question for this account. Paula Proulx, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen,
explained that fire inspections are now done through the full-time fire chief and we not paying for an
inspector. The money now goes into the general fund. There was no more discussion and secret ballot
voting began.
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Article 7.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,559,890.00 (Five Million Five
Hundred fifty-Nine Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety Dollars for the operation, expenses, and
commitments of Town Government which represents the bottom line of column No. 8 (The Budget
Committee’s Budget) in the posted budget (MS-7). This appropriation does not include any of the
appropriations presented individually in Articles 8 through 19. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this article.

(Majority Vote Required)

(This article has a tax rate impact

of
-$.28)
Brandon LaRoche made a motion to amend the motion to remove the town administrator line from the
budget. His motion died for lack of a second. A motion to approve was made by Arthur Capello
seconded by Michael Morin. Discussion followed. Manny questioned why the landfill budget is
increased. Joel Moulton responded that lines were added to help with the disposal fees, preliminary
costs of the landfill closure and upcoming engineering. Joel was questioned why so little was spent on
paving of the roads and so little on gravel. Joel responded that in response to the flood much work
was done to stabilize the roads and he would like to continue to stabilizee the roads before paving any
more. The article was approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 8.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 (Seven Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars) to be added to the Public Buildings Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. This sum is to be raised by taxation.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This article has a tax rate impact of
$.02)

Sylvia Arcouette made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Joe Pitre. Manny questioned how
there can be a capital fund for maintenance. Paula Proulx responded that the money is used for big
maintenance items like boilers, roofs, etc. for the Town buildings. Penny Morin asked what the
balance of this account is now. On page 63 of the town report the balance is listed as $22,880. Article
8 was approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 9.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $420,000.00 for the purchase of a 2007
Quint pumper/ladder truck and to authorize the withdrawal of $420,000.00 from the Fire Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund established for this purpose.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote Required) (This article has no tax rate impact)

Paul Parker made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Brandon LaRoche. Charles Doke
questioned if the purchase has already been made yet and if there is a contract. Fire Chief responded
there is a signed contract but the vehicle has not been purchased. Article 9 was approved by a show of
cards vote. Rick Gladding made a motion to limit reconsideration of this article, seconded by Stephen
Dean. The motion to limit reconsideration was approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 10.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) to
be added to the previously established Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote Required) (This article has a
tax rate impact of $.10)
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Richard Gladding made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Diane Carrier. Penny Morin
asked if this money is going to be earmarked for a particular purpose.. Chief Fowler responded the
money will be put away for future purposes that may come. Article 10 was approved by a show of
cards vote. Richard Gladding made a motion to restrict reconsideration, seconded by Paul Carrier.
This motion was approved by a show of cards vote.

Article 11.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) to
be added to the previously established Highway Motorized Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote Required)

(This article has a tax rate impact of $.10)
Bill Tsiros made a motion to approve as written, duly seconded.
was approved by a show of cards vote.

Hearing no discussion, the article

Article 12.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $125,300 for the purchase of a new
excavator and to authorize the withdrawal of $125,300 from the Highway Motorized Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund established for this purpose.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote Required) (This article has no tax rate impact)
Mike Morin made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Ann Titus. Brandon LaRoche asked
for the condition of the current excavator. Joel explained that we do not have one, we are renting one
and that the Selectmen felt that their money would be better spent to purchase, vs. renting. Joel was
asked if we have a flat bed to move it on by Manny to which Joel answered yes. There was no further
discussion. Article 12 was approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 13.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $11,105.00 (Eleven Thousand One
Hundred Five Dollars) to be added to the previously established Future Technology Improvements
Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required) (This article has a tax rate impact of $.03)
Steve Dean made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Arthur Capello. Questions about the
warranties, etc. ensued. Steven Dean asked if the upgrade to Channel 26 could come from that. Ed
Mullen explained that that is funded through franchise fees. Arthur Capello asked what the amount
was in the account now. John Wingate said that the balance was $27,230.50. It was explained that the
“odd” amount came from numbers in the old CIP plan. Article 13 was approved by a show of cards
vote.

Article 14.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 (Five Thousand Dollars) to
be added to the Emergency Medical Motorized Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority
vote required) (This article has a tax rate impact of $.01)
A motion to approve was made by Steven Dean, duly seconded. Steven Dean said that he assumes
that this is going to buy another ambulance or upgrade the ambulance build up for new one in 5 years.
What do we have now? Fire Chief, Rich Fowler explained. Mike Morin asked what the going price
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would be another 5 years. Rich said it would be about 140,000. The current balance is $42,000 and
change, so we will only have % in 5 years. Mike Morin made a motion to amend to increase by
$10,000 to $15,000 so that we will have more than 2. This was seconded by Arthur Capello. (tax rate
impact .03). Chief was asked what the the plan was to fund the rest. Chief explained that 5 years is a
guess, decisions would be made as we go and the difference would come from taxation. Penny Morin
asked if the old ambulance would be used as a trade-in. Rich said it would be worth maybe couple of
thousand dollars. Steven Dean asked the Chief why the amount was lower. Chief said that it was
$28,000 in the past. Bill Tsiros said that it was lowered because this was a tough year for priorities.
He said that we could raise more over the next years and spending will not be as much for other items.
Arthur Capello understand the logic, but he felt that every year someone will need something, so it
will always be a difficult year. Paul Parker said that the other part of the discussion was the
development of the CIP. When that is complete the numbers will be adjusted as necessary. Ron
Curtis asked what happens if the amendment is defeated and he was told that it would go back to the
original motion. Discussion ended and the amendment was defeated by a show of cards vote. We
were then back to the original motion. There was no further discussion on the main motion, and the
article was approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 15.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $43,750.00 (Forty-Three Thousand
Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars) to be added to the Public Safety Building Capital Reserve Fund
previously established. The Budget Committee does not recommend this appropriation. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This article has a tax rate

impact of $.10)
Bill Tsiros made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Gerry McCarthy. Arthur Capello made
a motion to amend to $10,000 seconded by Mike Morin. A Capello said that the reason the Budget
Committee didn’t recommend is that there is no concrete plan for putting something aside. Brandon
LaRoche said that he was concerned that, if we don’t raise enough it would likely be raised through a
bond. Manny Krasner said that it would be either a bond or taxation which would be decided by the
Selectmen and Town Meeting. Lars Dore said that he believes it should stay at $43,750. He said that
towns around always get shot down when they try to do it through taxation or bonding. He said that
we do have a plan for the future, when you are probably talking over a million for a building which
will also be for the police department. Lars also said that he felt that the police are even in more need
than the fire department. He said that the more we put aside now, the less we would have to bond
later. Penny Morin said that she liked having it go down to $10,000 because we really don’t have a
plan, so we should wait for a better tax year. A Capello agreed that it was a tough tax year. Bill
Tsiros said that it was a tough year, but all of the decisions and projects had input and corporation of
department heads. He thought it was important and should be continued. Rich Cilley said that he is
for a public safety building. His concern was that, if we save too much money now without a plan in
place then we cannot get a grant and he hopes we could get a matching grant. He felt we should get an
architect and put together a committee. Scott Roberge explained that the building, according to the old
CIP plan was slated for 2010. As it is now, difficulty building a garage, let alone a police station.
Last year $300,000 on highway department. Much discussion ensued on the space problems at the
police station. Arthur Capello said that he was not questioning the need. He was concerned by the
lack of any real plan. He questioned why it couldn’t be be earmarked to come from unanticipated
revenues. Brandon Laroche asked that, if we were to bond it, what would we be paying to the bank
for interest. Manny Krasner said that it depends on the interest rate that year and our bond rating.
Paula Proulx said our undesignated fund balance got kicked down from 12% down to 8% last year and
the Selectmen did not want to see it go any lower. There was no more discussion on the amendment.
The amendment was opposed by a show of cards vote. Brandon Laroche made a motion to amend to
$60,000 to put more money away. There was no second, so the motion failed. Penny Morin made a
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motion to amend to $23,750, seconded by Joyce White. There was no discussion and the motion was
opposed by a show of cards vote. Mike Morin made a motion to take the money from unexpended
fund balance at the end of the year. This was duly seconded. It was asked if there was any guarantee
that there would be extra money at the end of the year. Bill Tsiros liken it to taking off in an airplane
with half a tank of fuel. The motion defeated by a show of cards vote. A motion to call the question
was made by Brandon Laroche, duly seconded and approved by a show of cards vote. The original
motion was approved by a show of cards vote.
Richard Gladding made a motion to restrict
reconsideration. This motion was duly seconded and approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 16.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 (Three Thousand Dollars) to
be added to the Recreation Department Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This article
has a tax rate impact of $.01)
Rich Cilley made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Ann Titus.
and the article was approved by a show of cards vote.

There was no discussion

Article 17.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $380,000.00 (Three Hundred Eighty
Thousand Dollars) for the design work and replacement of the Ten Rod Road Bridge project and to
authorize the withdrawal of $76,000.00 (Seventy-Six Thousand Dollars) from the Bridge and Road

Design Capital Reserve Fund previously established for this purpose for the town’s 20% share of
participation cost in the NHDOT Municipal Bridge Aid Program. The balance of $304,000.00 shall be
reimbursed to the town from the NHDOT Municipal Bridge Aid Program. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This article has no
tax rate impact)

Bill Tsiros made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Martin Gilman. Arthur Capello asked if
the engineering is done. Joel said that the Town;s 20% share goes to the design and engineering. Joel
was asked where it is. He explained that it is just before Yonder Ridge development coming back
from Rochester. It looks like a footbridge with no guardrails. Mike Morin asked if this was part of a
bridge improvement plan. Joel replied that it was. Article 17 was approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 18.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $27,000 (Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars) for
the purchase of one police cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of $13,000 (Thirteen Thousand
Dollars) of surplus funds from the Police Outside Details Special Revenue Fund to apply toward this
purchase, with the balance of $14,000 (Fourteen Thousand Dollars) to come from general taxation.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority Vote
Required) This article has a tax rate impact of $.03)

A motion and second to close the polls on Articles 5 and 6 was made and approved by a show of cards
vote. The articles were approved as follows:
Article 5
98-7
Article 6
98-7
Bill Tsiros made a motion to approve Article 18 as written, seconded by Arthur Capello. Brandon
Laroche asked how many vehicles the police department had and how much mileage was on them.
Chief explained. We are replacing the Ford expedition which has 110,000 miles and is 7 years old.
Arthur Capello asked if it will be replaced with a 4- wheel drive vehicle. Chief Roberge said that he is
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downscaling to a Ford Explorer.
show of cards vote.

There was no further discussion and Article 18 was approved by a

Article 19.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $10,000.00 (Ten Thousand Dollars) for the
purpose of painting of the exterior trim of the Goodwin Library. This amount is to come from general
taxation. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote
Required) (This article has a tax rate impact of $.02)
Joan Funk made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Arthur Capello. Lars Dore said he
would paint the trim on the library for 10,000. Arthur Capello stated that it also included capturing the
lead paint from the building. It was asked if there was a fund in the library. Manny Krasner said he is
on library trustees and that their funds are used up. He stated that the primary cost is for lead pain
removal. There was no further discussion and Article 19 was approved by a show of cards vote.
Article 20.
To see if the town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint a Capital Improvement Program
Committee, which shall include at least one member of the Planning Board, to prepare and amend a
recommended program of municipal capital improvement projects projected over a period of at least 6
years. (Majority Vote Required)
Sylvia Arcouette made a motion to approve as written, seconded by Mike Morin.
Arthur Capello
asked if anyone from community would be selected. Gerry McCarthy explaied that the procedure is
set by RSA and that they would have a citizen. Mike Morin asked if the school would be involved. It
is hoped that they will. There was no further discussion and Article 29 was approved by a show of
cards vote.

Article 21.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder municipal vehicles
and other equipment as determined by the Selectmen, with proceeds to go into the general fund.
(Majority Vote Required)
A motion to approve Article 21 was made by Joan Funk, seconded by Penny Morin.
discussion, and Article 21 was approved by a show of cards vote.

There was no

Article 22.
To see if the Town will vote to accept the roads known as Holly Lane and Cherub Drive as Class V
town roads. (By Petition) (Majority Vote Required)
Manny Krasner asked if the petitioners cared to make the motion. John Theriault made the motion to
approve as written, seconded by Lisa Dore. Arthur Capello asked if the road agent had inspected it.
Joel Moulton stated that he has some concerns with the underlying materials in phase | and 2. There
are concerns to be addressed. Arthur Capello asked that if we accept it then does it becomes the
town’s responsibility.
Paul Parker added that the Planning Board is currently reviewing for
compliance. Hiram Watson stated that the town is holding a $40,000 bond on the project. He
questioned if that would cover. Joel was not sure. Brandon LaRoche asked what class road it was. It
is a class 6 private road. Arthur Capello asked Paul Parker to elaborate about the planning board
review. Paul Parker said that they are holding a compliance hearing. They are reviewing this on
Tuesday. Bill Tsiros stated that they had come to the board for their support. The board did not take
any position, but they felt it would be premature to accept the road. He recommended waiting until
Joel is satisfied and the Planning Board was done. John Theriault stated that an engineering firm was
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hired to confirm that it was done to specs. He felt that it was ready. There are some planning issues,
but we should not release the bond until those problems are fixed. Those who bought were falsely told
that the roads would be taken over by the town. They have no sense of security that it will continued
to be maintained and plowed. He felt that the town has an obligation to get to them for emergency
services. If it is not maintained, this cannot happen. Presently the school bus is not allowed to go up
the road. He urged that it was a safety issue and the road should be accepted now. He said that there
was between $90,000 and $100,000 in taxes along those roads. A good portion of that money is
supposed to be used to take care of roads. Arthur Capello said that many people who live on private
roads and have associations. He felt that it was a civil matter dealing with the association. He also
stated that they are taxed at a lesser rate. It was also stated that, if it was not plowed, the town would
plow it and send the bill to them — in the case of an emergency. Lisa Dore said that it was a safety
issue if the school buss cannot come into the sub-divisions. She asked if the police had the same
presence on a private road as a public one. Chief Roberge said that they do patrol all roads, public and
private. Lisa Dore asked if they would be eligible for an abatement if this does not pass. Kathy
Seaver said that they can apply. She also explained that assessments are driven by sales, so it is a
catch 22. The sales are showing the same value as on a public road. Brandon LaRoche said that we
are supposed to be providing for the common good. He stated that he lives on a private road and we
should be accepting other roads as well. Jacqueline Capella said that we have some unknowns as to
cost. We have a bond for $40,000 set aside. She asked if any estimates had been done to bring it up to
current standards. She said that it sounds like it is a multi-year issue to get the estimates and to know
what that is going to be. Joel said that he was only present for phase 3. They are going to do a site
walk and do up a punch list for the cost. He was asked how long the road was and said that it was a
little better than % mile. He also said that the contractor paved the road prior to the inspection so no
one got to observe the underlying materials. There are drainage issues as well as pedestrian issues.
Brandon asked if it was possible to offer an amendment to have the concerns to be addressed and then
be approved. Manny stated that it was not possible. James Spaulding said that he had not been up
there, but he cannot see having it accepted if it is not up to standards and thus making the town liable.
Gerry McCarthy stated that the town should require the developer to fulfill his obligations. Debbie
Correia expounded on the condition of the roads and stated that the town should accept them. There
was a motion to call the question, duly seconded and approved by a show of cards vote. Jeff Vaughn
called for a point of order. Prior to the motion to call the question, the moderator had pointed out 3
people that he was going to allow to speak in turn. The first one made the motion to call the questions.
He felt that we should have more discussion. The moderator stuck with his decision. The vote on the
main motion was unclear by a show of cards vote. The counted show of cards vote was Yes 42 No
63. Arthur Capello made a motion to restrict reconsideration. This was duly seconded and approved
by a show of cards vote after an explanation that the restriction was only for reconsidering tonight.
Article 23.
To transact such other business as may legally come before this meeting. (Majority Vote Required)
Kathy Seaver made a motion to adjourn, duly seconded and approved by a show of cards vote at
9:30PM.

Respectfully submitted,

Kathy L-Seaver, Town Clerk
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